CHAPTER 4
COMMUNITY DESIGN
4.1

INTRODUCTION

4.1.1 Intent

This chapter sets forth overall design principles to shape and facilitate new development In the Plan Area,
consistent with the Specific Plan's Vision and Goals and the land use provisions described above. The intent is
to create an exciting fusion of sports, entertainment, retail uses, residential development, and recreational
destinations that builds on the regional visibility of the Plan Area, Its access to the airport and regional transit,
and supports the economic vitality of tlie City of Oakland.
These principles focus on the public realm including streets, trails, plazas, and open space. While the Specific
Plan's land use pro.gramming Is flexible, as described in Chapter Three, thes·e public re<!lm elemen~s will serve
to unify distinct areas and phases into a cohesive and attractive community that encompasses workplace,
home, commerce, and destinations for entertainment and sports.

4.2

URBAN DESIGN CHARACTER

Goal: Create an attractive and cohesive public realm that promotes a strong sense of community and provides
an appealing setting for Plan Area development.
Policies
CD Policy 4·1: Plan Area projects should be designed to promotEl a sense of neighborhood through the
Intentional and thoughtful creation of a welcoming public realm.
CD Policy 4-2: Projects should orient building uses toward public streets and plazas and ensure a safe mix of
vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle traffic establishes inviting spaces.
CD Policy 4-3: Sub-Area A projects should be designed to ~reate a ped~strian-oriented core with the majority
of vehicular traffic directed to the site periphery.
CD Policy 4-4: For Sub-Areas A and B, project designs should establish mixed-use districts with distinct
chara.cter, urban form and boundaries. These neighborhoods should be planned around activated streets to
·ensure that the public spaces create a safe and secure neighborhood environment.
CD Policy 4·5: Views of Sub-Area A from across 66th Avenue and from the surrounding residential
neighborhoods should be predominantly of vegetation and buildings with wlndoweq facades, rather than
·
parking lots, transportation infrastructure, or blank walls.
CD Policy 4-6: A program of public art including, but not limited to, public and civic spaces should be Included
in new development In the Plan Area.
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CD Policy 4-18: Public open spaces within Sub-Area A and B, if it is developed with an Arena and residential

. uses, should be incorpo.rated and designed to create a consistent character and environment conducive to
entertainment and urban activities.
CD Policy 4·19: The proposed Elmhurst Creek open space corridor should be configured and designed to

enhance ecolo.glc and hydrologic functions, while also providing public open space and recreational
amenities for visitors and future residents and workers.
CD Policy 4-20: Designs for the potential re-routing of Elmhurst Creek into Damon Slough should include

habitat enhancement to compensate for the loss of the existing waterway.

·

CD Policy 4-21:. Projects should be configured and designed to increase public access to the Bay, enhance ·

·natural habitat values (particularly along Damon Slough), and provide public educational opportunities
about the Bay ecosystem for Oakland and Bay Are·a residents. Current and new residents should be
encouraged to become stewards of the new parks, open spaces and restored habitat areas.
CD Policy 4-22: Development within tne Coliseum Plan Area should support the ongoing efforts of the City of

Oakland and the City of San Leandro and their public agency and community partners to build out the San
Leandr9 Creek Trail Master Plan, which Is Intended to create and restore a six-mile multi-use trail along San
Lea.ndro Creek (Including the portions of the.creek which are in Sub Area D).
4.5

BUILD.ING MASSING AND CHARACTER.
G,oal: Establish a strong architectural character for the Plan Area, with a variety ~f heights and massing to
accommodate proposed development, attract users, Insure compatibility with adjacent areas, and create
attractive urban neighborhoods.
Policies
CD Policy 4-23: Building heights and massing in Sub-Area A should be configured as indicated by Figure 4.11.

Highest density/tallest buildings should generally be located in the core of the site along the elevated
pedestrian concourse. The largest scale sports facilities should also be generally located alongside this
core, with lower density .buildings and parking toward the periphery of the site.· . ·

CD Policy 4-26: Important street intersectlo'ns should be highlighted with attractive and distinctive landmark

buildings or gateway elements to support the identity of the Plan Area. Such buildings should exhibit.
thoughtful, Imaginative architectural design to welcome visitors and-promote a pedestrian-oriented
·
character.
CD Policy 4-27: Buildings should reflect the vibrant, urban mixed-use nature envisioned for the Plan Area,

supporting the pedestrian character of streets and contributing to .an overall identity for a high density
urban place.
CD Policy 4-28: Building frontages should contribute to an active street life by providing ample seating,

gathering places, and exterior protection from sun and rain in the form of recessed walkways, awnings,
canopies; or trellises along primary pedestrian traffic areas.
4.6

SUSTAINABILITY AND HEAL TH
Goal: Integrate sustainable and environmentally sensitive buildings, landscapes, and Infrastructure into Plan
Area development.

General Policies
CD Policy 4-29: Project Implementation should result in compact, walkable, mixed-use neighborhoods with

efficient transportation options, open space, and strong connections to destinations Inside and outside the
Plan Area.
·
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Resource Efficiency Policies
CD Policy 4-31: All new buildings in the Plan Area should be designed to achieve Cal Green Tier One standards,
in order to reduce or avoid air quality and GHG emissions Impacts and.reduce operational costs.
CD Policy 4-32: Project designs should incorporate aspects of national guidelines and standards for
sustainability, including the u.s~--Green Building Council ·Leadership In Energy & Environmental Design
{LEED) rating system, the, Sustainable Sites Initiative {SSI), and local measures such as the City of
Oakland's Green Building Ordinance.
·
CD Policy 4-33: If the Coliseum and/or Arena are demolished, their physical structures should be crushed and
used for fill or aggregate cinslte If feasible. If the crushln-g or filling operation does not take place onsite~
the project may need to provide mitigation for air quality and GHG emissions impacts caused by additional
material trucking to and from the Plan Area.
·
All demolition will follow the City's Construction and Demolition Recycling Ordinance, which requires
projects to prepare a Waste Reduction and Recycling Plan showing how the project will salvage or recycle
100% of all Asphalt & Concrete materials, and 65% of all other materials.
In addition, the ordinance requires a Construction and Demolition Summciry Report that documents the
actual salvage, recycling and disposal activity for the completed project will be prepared by the project
applicants.
CD Policy 4-34: New development in Sub-Area A should reduce energy use; explore the viability of reducing .
building energy demand,.a district heating and cooling system, and on-site energy generation.
CD Policy 4-35: Residents in adjacent East Oakland neighborhoods _and the futl)re residents of th~ Plan Area
have limited access to fresh and healthy food choices; to remedy this, in Sub Area A, allow for potential
grocery stores and other food businesses into the retail square footage of new development.
CD Policy 4-36: To encourage the local growing of food for East Oakland residents {and the future residents of
the Coliseum Plan), provide designated areas for community gardens where feasible, and support the
existing network of community gardens in the adjacent neighborhoods.
4.7

CONSISTENCY WITH CITY OF OAKLAND GENERAL PLAN AND STANDARDS
Following CA Government Code 65451{b), the Coliseum Area Specific Plan ·is consistent with the City's General
Plan, particularly the Land Use and Transportation Element (LUTE). The Plan realizes the LUTE's concept·of the
Coliseum as a "Showcase" district {see Figure 2.14 of the Specific Plan). The LUTE's "Industry and Commerce
Policy Framework" for the Coliseum Area Showcase recognizes this area's unique combination of sports events
and proximity to the Oakland Airport; and supports Increasing the Coliseum area's appeal to visitors by
providing shopping, dining, and recreation. The Plan goes further than the LUTE's description of the Coliseum
Showcase, In that it envisl9ns a new reslde~tial uses on the Coliseum District! and on the BART parking lot.
in addition _to the provisions of this Specific Plan, development within the .Plan Area is subject to the City of
Oakland's Standard Conditions of Approval.
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CHAPTER 5
TRANSPORTATION
5.1

OVERALL TRANSPORTATION GOAL AND OBJECTIVES
This chapter addresses proposed circulation and transportation Improvements for the Plan Area, with a focus
on Sub-Area A in order to address efficient and safe movements In the highest density, earlier phase
development zone. The Coliseu.m City Master Plan is utilized as an example to illustrate possible confl.guratlons
for vehicular, pedestrian and bicycle circulation.

The Plan Area will accommodate a mix of uses in a pedestrian-oriented urban environment that Is well-served
by transit. This requires seamless Integration of transportation and land use to create a strong public realm and
encourage use of non-auto travel modes. To achieve this, the Specific Plan Integrates transportation and land
use elements according to the following.
Objectives
Diverse Land Uses in a Compact Neighborhood
People chose to walk when diverse destinations (e.g., work, shopping, recreation) are located in close proximity
·
and/or are accessible along a tight grid system of streets that prioritize pedestrians.
Proximity to Quality_ Transit Service
Development in Sub-Area A will be within convenient walking distance (generally less than a half-mile) from
the Coliseum/Oakland Airport BART Station, the Oakland Airport Connector, Amtrak Station, and numerous AC
Transit bus routes that serve the area with the replacement of the existing pedestrian bridge with an proposed
new elevated concourse between Sub-Area A and the BART Station. These transit options result in a wellconnected network to areas throughout the East Bay, the major urban centers in the Bay Area, and locales
beyond via the Oakland International Airport and Amtrak.
Pedestrian- and Bicycle-Friendly Design
People tend to walk and bike more when the quality of the pedestrian and bicycle exp·erlence lowers user
stress. The Plan Area provides street designs that enhance the quality of the pedestrian and bicycle experience
stress by designing for IOw traffic speeds, regular and frequent pedestrian crossings, and more attractive and
ample pedestrian zones and bike lanes and intersection treatments.
Park Once.Strategy

.

.

.

J .

.·

The upark once" strategy allows workers, shoppers and visitors who choose to drive to the Plan Area to park
once and walk or use transit to visit multiple destinations within the Plan Area. The high-density neighborhood
will have structured parking within each street block and each will access multiple streets to.facilitate access to
parking while minimizing excess driving while searching for available parking. Street design will include
adequate sidewalks, or specially designed wa.lkways, safe for pedestrian travel to and from the structured
parking areas.
"Complete Streets"
The City of Oakland Is committed to creating and maintaining "Complete Streets" that provide s~fe,
comfortable and convenient travel along and across streets (including streets, roads, highways, bridges and
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Parking should be designed to be shared by all commercial and employmentuses, as well as residential
uses, where feasible. An example of shared patklng is offices wl~h high parking demand during the day
sharin~ with a restaurant whose patrons use the same spaces in the evening.
·
TR Policy 5-33: Develop and utilize centralized parking facilities without assigning parking spaces to specific
·
uses in order to encourage a "park once". strategy.
The majority of parking spaces will likely be provided in parking garages at various locations within the Plan
Area. This will allow users visiting multiple sites to park once and walk to the various destinations within
the Plan Area, requclng the number of parking spaces needed to serve the Plan Area and reducing excessive
clrculatlon.

..·

TR Policy 5-35: Pro.vi de structured parking at various locations within the Pl.an Area and provide access to the
parking via the lower volume parallel streets.
·
Dispersing structured parking both by location and access will serve to balance the traffic demands across
multiple streets, minimizing the need for multiple lanes of vehicle traffic and the interrupti.on to
automobile flow on the primary streets distributing traffic within the site. ·
TR.Policy 5-36: Parking structures should also provide bicycle parking and spaces for electric vehicles,
including the Installation of chargers.

5.4.2

Parking Operations
Policies
TR Policy 5-37: Consider creation of a Trans.portatlon and Parking Management Agency (TPMA), potentially
within a Community Benefit District (CBD) to manage the on-street and off-street parking supply and use
the parking revenue to fund parking operations and mainten(!nce and improve· transportation facilities in
the Plan Area.
·
·
The proposed CBD should be funded through assessments of both residential and non-residential
developments in the Plan Area, to provide services, such as security and maintenance, in the Plan Area. The
duties of the proposed TMPA should be to manage the parking supply· in the Plan Area where the parking
revenue generated from on-stree~·meters, on-street parking permits, and/or.off-street parking facilities.
The TMPA should als·o be responsible for establishing prices for parking, collecting the revenue, and using
revenues to fund Improvements such as new parking facilities,, pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and streetscape
improvements recommended In this Specific Plan, andfor maintenance, beautification and security In the
Plan Area.
·

When parking is bund.led (a parking space Is included In an apartment rent or Is sold with a condominium)
into apartment tenant leases or condominium prices, the true cost of parking Is hidden. However, if the
parking spaces were unbundled, the rent for the apartment and for the parking space is separated.
Unbundled parking would help tenants understand the cost of parking, and can also make housing more
affordable by not forcing residents who do not own a car to pay for parking.
.
TR Policy 5-39: Consider implementation of an area-wld~ real-time parking information system that includes
· parking facilities open to the public.
Through the proposed TMPA, a real-time parking Information system could be incorporated into the overall
design of major parking facilities, especially those serving employees, customers and visitors. The system
could Include electronic changeable message signs Installed at parking entrances, within larger parking
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facilities, along the proposed Loop Road and E" Street providing access In the area, as well as the internet,
to Inform drivers of the location and number of available parking spaces.
·
11

Design structured parking iri a way to allow efficient use of parking levels for attendant parking
during special events.

TR Policy 5-40:

The envisioned sport/entertainment activities will attract many. visitors beyond that for a typical we~kday
or weekend In the Plan Area. It Is unrealistic to assume that sufficient parking spaces will be provided for all
event attendees because of the substantial capita I and operating cost of structured parking. Parking
structure design considerations should be employed so that portions of or entire parking facilities can be
attendant parked during these events; thereby, reducing the impact on the employment, commercial, and
residential uses In the Plan Area.
Consider implementation of a parking pricing strategy that encourages Plari Area employees to
/
walk, bike, or use transit to travel to and from work.
·

TR Policy 5-4:1.:

The effectiveness of pricing strategies on parking deman.d varies depending on the parking fee and the cost
and availability of parking in the surrounding area. Parking pricing must _account for the different user
groups i.e., pricing long-term parking at a higher rate than for those who park and shop for one or two
hours. Parking charges can also vary by time of day such as increased during peak periods when parking
demand and traffic congesti"on would be highest and transit service most frequent in order to discourage
driving and encourage transit use.
TR Policy 5-42: Promote regular turnover of on-street parking In the Plan Area to accommodate the visitor who

stays one to two hours.
Providing metered on-street parking throughout the Plan Area and pricing the on-street parking at a higher
rate than the off-street price will promote regular parking turnover of on-street spaces so that visitors to
the Plan Area are able to find a convenient parking space to conduct their business.
JR Policy 5-43: Monitor parking demand in the Plan Area and adjustparking pricing to optimize parking
utilization .

.The proposed Transportation and Parking Management Agency (TPMA) will monitor parking demand In the
parking facilities and adjust pricing to balance the parking demand across the Plan Area I.e., pricing underutilized parking facilities at a lower rate than facilities with hlgh-utlllzatlon.
5.5

TRANSIT AND ONSITE CIRCULATOR
The Specific Plari proposes an Integrated system of Internal circulation connections that encourages shared
use, walking, bicycling and transit. The configuration of roads, entries and parking is intended to facilitate
efficient access to destinations, with attractive streets defined by buildings.
Figure 5.8 illustrates .key features relating to transit infrastructure as envisioned by the Coliseum City Master
Plan ..
Goal: Enhanced efficiency and effectiveness of transit in the Plan Area.
Policies
·AC Transit

Consider the realignment of San Leandro Street, shifting the road up to 10 feet t,o the west,
between Hegenberger Road and 66th Avenue to expand the pedestrian boarding areas for AC Transit buses.

TR Policy 5-45:

These proposed changes, consistent with City of Oakland's "Transit First" policy, would enhance the transit
experience In the Plan Area by providing more comfortable and convenient bus stops and reducing bus
travel times in the area by improving service times and reduce bus/ a.uto conflicts at Intersections.
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BART
TR Policy 5-46: Coordinate revitalization efforts In the Plan Area with additional efforts by BART to enhance

the Cq,liseum/Oakland Airport BART Station, providing a seamless and welcoming pedestrian connection to
and from the BART Station Including:
·.
·

•

At-street station Improvements could be built so both non-BART patrons and BART patrons can cross
between San Leandro Street and Snell Street (requires coordination with railroad for crossing railroad
rl ght-of-way).
·

•

A direct visual link be.tween the proposed elevated concourse and the street-level access to BART
should be provided so special event patrons will u.se both the proposed elevated concourse and the
street level access to get to/from BART.

BART connects the Plan Area to the larger Bay Area region, and therefore has the potential to serve a
significant mode share.to the Plan Area since the station is within one-half of a mile from development in
the Plan Area.
·
Urban Circulator
TR Policy 5-47: Ensure. that Initial development of Sub-Area A and Sub-Area B will not preclude the possibility

of an urban circulator service through the. Plan Area connecting the Coliseum/Airport BART Station to ·
Edgewater Drive and potentially, the Hegenberger Road corridor.
·
The Coliseum City Master Plan envisions an urban circulator alignment along the proposed elevated
concourse connecting the Coliseum BART station on the east side of the Plan Area with the Edgewater
Drive corridor west of the freeway through Sub-Area Band Sub-Area C. An urban circulator such as a
streetcar would make the Plan Areas west of the freeway between Damon Slough and Hegenberger Road
transit accessible with a short transit link to the Coliseum BART station.
5.6

TRAVEL DEMAND MANAGEMENT (TDM)
Goal: Incentives that encourage walking, biking, and transit and discourage driving for Plan Area residents,
workers, shoppers,· and visitors.
·.!
Policies
TR Policy 5-48: Sports teams should be encouraged to provide ad hoc transit between the game venues and

other transit stations, In order to avoid congestion at maximum event times.
TR Policy 5-49: All Travel Demand Management (TDM) efforts are to be coordinated through the proposed

Transportation and Parkln,g Management Agency (TPMA). Examples of TDM efforts include:
•

Inclusion of additional long-term and short-term bicycle parking that meets the design standards set
forth In Chapter five of the Bicycle Master Plan and the Bicycle Parking Ordinance (Chapter 17.117 of.
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the Oakland Planning Code), and shower and locker facilities in commercial developments that exceed
the requirement.
•

Construction of and/or access to bikeways per the Bicycle Master Plan; construct.Ion of priority
bikeways, onsite slgnage and bike lane striping.

• . Installation of safety elements per the Pedestrian Master Plan (such as crosswalk striping, curb ramps,
· count-down signals, bulb outs, etc.) to encourage convenient and safe crossing at arterials, in addition
to safety elements required to address safety Impacts of the project.
•

Installation of amenities such as lighting, street trees, and trash receptacles per the Pedestrian Master
Plan and any applicable streetscape plan.

•

Construction and development of transit stops/shelters, pedestrian access, way finding slgnage, and
lighting around transit stops per trans.It agency plans or negotiated improvements.
·

•

Provision of an ongoing contribution to AC Transit service to the area between the development and
nearest mass transit station prioritized as follows: (1) Contribution to AC Transit bus service; (2)
Contribution to an existing area shuttle service; and (3) Establishment of new shuttle service. The
amount of contribution (for any of the above scenarios) would be based upon the cost of establishing
new shuttle service.
.

•

Guaranteed ride home program for employees, either through 511.org<http://511.org> or through a
separate program.

•

Pre-tax commuter benefits (commuter checks) for employees.

•

On-site carpooling and/or van pool program that includes preferential (discounted or free) parking for
carpools and vanpools.
·

•

Distribution of information concer.ning alternative transportation options .

•

Parking spaces sold/le;;ised separately for residential units.

•

Parking management strategies including attendant/valet parking and shared

•

Ensuring tenants provide opportunities and the ability to work off-site .

•

A.llow employees or residents to adjust their work schedule in order to complete the basic work
requirement of five, eight-hour workdays by adjusting their schedule to reduce vehide trips to the
worksite (e.g., working four, ten-hour days; allowing employees to work from home two days per
·
week).

•

Ensure tenants provide employees with opportunities to stagger work hours Involving a shift in the set
work hours of all employees at the workplace or flexible work hours involving individually determined
work hours.·
'
·

•

Parking spaces designated for electric vehicle parking including charging capabilities .

•

Bicycle support facilities such as attendant bicycle parking/bike stations, an.d/or bike sharing/rental
program for short trips within the Plan Area.

•

Provide transit validation for visitors and those who attend special events and use transit to travel to
the Plan Area.

,.
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CHAPTER7
IMPLEMEN·TATION AND
ADMINISTRATION
7.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter sets forth the implementation strategies and actions to be undertaken by the City, other
responsible agencies and private developers (including a Master Developer, but potentially also Including
individual developers of separate components of the Plan) in order to achieve the development envisioned in
the Specific Plan.
7.2

PHASING
Phasing plays a key role in the programming and physical development ofthis long-term, multi-use Project.
Each phase must be flexible yet stand on its own, while accommodating future expansion and intensification of
development activities.
.

.

.

Subsequent phases of development would continue the cicpanslon cif the Sports and Entertainment District to
create a mi>ccd use comm unit·; that includes primarily retail, residential and hotel use. This development
supports both·the cicpanded fan·cicpcrlcnce during game.days, and establishes a viable new urban district
that is critical for the private finance of the new venues.
Figure 7.5 Illustrate the potential phasing for full buildout potential land use scenarios.

· 7.2.1

Phasing Goals and P·olicies
Goal: Provide project phasing that establishes a strong initial character for the project, maximizes
opportunities for retention of sports teams, and supports logical and cost-effective infrastructure investments.
Policies
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Early phase projects should.be configured and designed to establish a strong and appealing sense of place and
to provide a high level of amenity features.
To the extent possible, the first phase should be concentrated within Sub-Area A in order to establish a "critical
mass" that facilities opportunities for new sports/entertainment venues and makes best use of transit
access.
Project phasing should allow for logical and cost-effective construction and extension Of Infrastructure.
Phasing should coordinate levels of development Intensity with required infrastructure including
Improvements transportation, utilities, and services.
·

to'

Development within each Sub-Area may be phased independently, allowing infrastructure improvements to be
implemented over time, based on market growth and demand.·To the extent feasible, phasing should allow the existing Coliseum to remain operational during the
construction phase.
The first phase of retail entertainment should be an integral part of the elevated concourse pedestrian
connector.
.

.

The development of th~ Sports and Entertainment Pi strict should be concurrent with the development of the
new sports v~nues. This may require the existing Coliseum be removed as the new venues are being built.
Mixed-use element of the program surrounding the event plaza linking the new stadium and new ballpark
should be phased as an integral part of the retail/entertainment zone.
·
The phasing plans shown in Figures 7.1- 7.5 are Intended to guide efficient staging of development. However,
phasing may be modifie~ to respond to changing market conditions and development opportunities, provided
that adequate onsite and offslte Infrastructure improvements are made available to accommodate the pace·of
development, and the impacts of the project do not exceed the levels analyzed by the EIR.
Development of the Plan Area In excess of thresholds Identified by the Specific Plan and EIR would be subject
to the appropriate additional environmental review and certification, including any required mitigation
measures.
· Parking facilities and parking management/transportation management strategies should be phased to serve
the needs of development areas within the Plan.Area and the nearby major entertainment uses. Phasing of
parking Is addressed further in Section 5.4.

7.2.2

Proposed Phasing
The Plan Area's framework of parcels (see Figures 7.1 - 7.4) allows flexible development of the site over time.
Each phase proposes a level of development that can be accommodated by the associated onsite and offsite
infrastructure capacity. The intent of proposed phasing Is to establish th~ ability to lr:itenslfy land uses over
time through structured parking and transit solutions that allow for urban densities and transit-driven
·
development.

7 .2.3

Proposed Phasing
.
The Plan Area's framework of parcels (see Figures 7.1·7.5) allows flexible development of the site over time.
Each phase proposes a level of development that can be accommodated by the associated onslte and offsite
infrastructure capacity. The intent of proposed phasing is to establish the ability to intensify land uses over
time through structured parking and transit solutions that allow for urban densities and transit-driven·
development.
Phasing is contemplated according to the following approximate timeline, which is subject to change
depending on market conditions and development opportunities. The above figures summarize phasing of
\
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and development types. The new D-C0-6 zone would replace the e?<isting Industrial
applies. This zone would not permit residential activities.

(M~40)

zoning that

Port of Oakland Land Use and Development Code Adjustments
Under the City of Oakland Charter, t.he Oakland Airport Business Park (most of Sub-Area Band all of Sub-Areas
C and D) Is under the Independent land use jurisdiction of the Port of Oakland (a department of the City of
Oakland, acting by and through Its B.oard of Port Commissioners). Because of Its Independent jurisdiction,
changes to the Port's regulatory Land Use and Development Code (LUDC) ca.nnot be unilaterally made by the
City of Oakland,.nor does the Oakland Planning Code apply to land use decisions In the majority of the Airport
Busin~ss Park. Throughout the planning process for this Specific Plan, City staff has coordinated with Port
staff, 'and has requested that they consider a number of changes to their LUDC that would permit and enable
development consistent with this Specific Plan. These proposed recommended changes in~lude:
1.

. 2.

Expanding the existing "Commercial Corridor" designation in the LUDC to include properties between
Oakport Street and Edgewater Drive, .and between Damon Slough and Elmhurst Creek 4 ; this change would
conditionally permit the proposed sports/special events Arena as a unique use ("Group Assembly") within a
portion of the Airport Business Park. An altern1'!tive approach to Plan implementation in this area could
involve the Port agreeing to a transfer of land use jurisdiction to the City of Oakland of the few remaining
prope·rtles that are not currently subject to City ofOakland land use·regulation between Oakport Street and
Edgewater Drive, and between Damon Slough and Elmhurst Creek .
Transferring l~·nd use jurisdiction to the City of Oakland of the waterfront sites between Edgewater Drive
and San Lea.ndro Bay, and between Damon Slough and Elmhurst Creek - In which case the City's proposed
new D-C0-4 zone would apply to development In this area; The specific waterfront sites include property
the City of Oakland currently leases from the Port of Oakland for Its. Public Works Agency corporation yard, ·
and a privately-owned office iind warehouse property. In general, land use regulations for S.lib-Area Bare
intended to support commercial and employment uses. However, the Specific Plan proposes that a limited
number of waterfront sites potentially be made available for mixed-use residential and/or hotel purposes as
conditionally permitted uses, but only if such mixed-use development provides essential economic.support
for other public or private investme.nts in the comprehensive redevelopment of the larger Coliseum District,
including, but not limited to, economic support for the construction of new stadiums and other
infrastructure elements of the larger Pl.anning area.

3. Allowing. design review authority and permitting of new buildings to be administered by the City of
Oakland; under the City's design review standards.
·
4. Amending "Section 3. Development Standards" in the LUDC to reflect similar standards that currently apply
in the City of Oakland's Commercial Zones.
Ultimately, the Port Board of Commissioners will need to make the decision as to whether these changes are
. acceptable and desirable, and will need to weigh the effect of these decisions against the compatibility of these
new uses with the operation and safety requirements of the Airport Business Park and the Oakland
International Airport. If the Port Board decides not to take any action to either cede land use authority to the
City of Oakl·and in selected areas of the Business Park, or amend the_ Port's LUDC as recommended, then the
proposed new Arena, and t.~e proposed new waterfront residential mixed-use development wol!ld directly
conflict with the LUDC, and those elements of the Coliseum Plan could not move forward.

7.4

SUBSEQUENT PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES AND PERMITS
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The Specific Plan Is Intentionally flexible and visionary ·in Its development requirements, guidelines, and policy
direction. This flexibility is intended to permit a range of potential development programs, specifically for the
Gollseul'f.I District, depending upon the development Interests of the Investor/developer team ultimately ready
to moveJorward with a project. It is the City's expectation that greater clarity and specificity of the
development program, particularly for the Coliseum District, will. be achieved during tlie review development
applications, which may Involve the City's Planned Unit Development (PUD) permit process pursuant to
Chapters 17.140 and 17.142 of the Oakland Planning Code. According to the Planning Code, a Planned Unit
Development is, "a large, integrated development-adhering to a comprehensive plan and located on a single
tract of land, or on two or more tracts of land which may be_ separated only by a street or other rlght-of-way." 7
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United States Army Corps of Engineers Clean Wat~r Act S~ctl9n

404

permit;

California Department of Fish and Wildlife Section 1602 Stream bed Alteration permitsi
SF Regional Water Quality Control Board Clean Water Act Si;ictlon 401 permits;
San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission permits for any portion of Damon Slough
lo.cated within their jurisdiction; and
Regional Water Quality Control Board National Pollutant Dlschar.ge Elimination System (NPDES) permits.

7.4 ..5,!1-Alameda County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUCP) and FAA Review
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Regulations, Part 77 (FAA Part 77) esta.blishes a set of airspace surfaces
around airports that provide guidance for the height of objects (including buildings) that may affect normal
aviation operations. FAA review Is required for any proposed structure more than 200 feet above the ground
level of its site and for proposed structures which exceed the applicable Part 77 surface area criteria. Additions
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or adjustment to these Part77 surfaces may also take into account more complex restrictions pertaining to
instrument approach (TERPS) surfaces. Objects that deviate from the Part 77 standards must be evaluated by
the FAA and may require mitigation actions. Nearly all of the Coliseum District that Is west of San Leandro
Street falls within a Part 77 horl.zontal surface plane established under the Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan
(ALUCP) at an elevation of 159.3 feet above mean sea level. The easterly portion of the Coliseum District (east
of San Leandro Street) Is outside of this horizontal surface plane, and building heights can· exceed 159.3 feet at
a 20:1 slope.
Based on initial proposals suggested as part of the Coliseum City Master Plan, there are several tall buildings
(including the preliminary designs for the new Stadium and other tall residential towers) that would exceed the
Part 77 horizontal surface plane. Prior to approval of any new development that. exceeds the elevation of a Part
77 surfaces area, the City of Oakland is required to refer project proponents to the Alameda County Airport ·
Land Us.e Commission (ALUC) for determination of conslster.icy with the ALUCP prior to their approval. Any
project submitted to the ALUC for airport land use compatibility review for reasons of height issues must also
include a copy of an FAA Part 77 notification and the results of the FAA's analysis.
To clarify the.City's position regardi'ng consistency with ALUCP criteria for the maintenance of airport
operations and avoidance of aircraft safety hazards, the Coliseum Plan EIR includes a mitigation measure
indicating that no structure that exceeds 159.3 feet above mean sea level or otherwise exceed the applicable
Part 77 surfaces of the Oakland International Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan, or which exceed 200 feet
above the ground level of its site, will be approved by the City, unless such a structure has been also reviewed
by the FAA In accordance with FAA Part 77 and receives either:

Real estate disclosures and avigation easements dedicated to the Port of Oakland will be a condition for any
discretionary approvals for future residential, or non-residential development within the Plan area.
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implementation of the Plan. These costs will be significantly refined as the development project plan is refined
·for Area. A and Area B. Th.ese costs are also envisioned to be phased as appropriate over the life of the
deve)opment project.
The cost estimates presented below are for major .Improvements identified in the Specific Plan that are
applicable to new development partiCufar to the Coliseum Di'strict (primarily ·sub-Area A) and to Sub-Area B,
only. Costs are not pre.sented for Sub-,Areas C and D, as ther,e are no major transportation and infrastructure
improvements expected there, given the reduced level of redevelopment anticipated to occur in these areas (as
compared to the changes proposed for the Coliseum District).

7.5.1 Coliseum District Infrastructure and Transportation Co~'ts
Table 7.3 indicates the .approximate costs attributable to the transportation and infrastructure improvements
needed to support new development within the-Coliseum District, including development of a new Stadium,
Ballpark, creek improvements, and the ancillary commercial and residential development planned within the
Coliseum District of the Specific Plan. These costs are not to be considered final, but are "best guess"
estimates, and will be phased in over time as required.by the development. The assignment of these costs
b~tween the developer, the City, the JPA, and any other entity are subject to on-going negotiations, so have
not yet been determined.
An additional infrastructure· cost, not yet estimated nor shown in Table 7.3, Is the cost for the transit circulator
podium concoL1rse right of way. This is a critical element of the overall transit system. However, due to the fact
that the concourse right of way would be jointly used by private entitles and the public transit system,.
developing a cost estimate is colllplex. An estimate for this cost will be determined at a later date.

7.5.2 Sub-Area B Infrastructure and Ttansportatiou Costs

.

Table 7.4 indicates the approximate costs attributable to the transportation and infrastructure Improvements
needed to support new development within Sub-Area B, including development of a potential new Arena as
well as a new Science and Technology District and a mixed-use waterfront residential area near the San
·Leandro Bay, pursuant to the Specific Plan. As With Tabie 7.3 1 these costs are not to be considered final, but are
"best guess" estimates, and wit I be phased in over time as required by the development. The assignment of
these costs between the developer, the City, the JPA, and any other entity are subject to on-going
nego.tiations, so have not yet been determined. ·

7.6

Public & Private Financing Strategies

7.6.1 Overall Funding Strategy

.

The following discussion outlines a conceptual program for the financing of public Infrastructure required for
development of the Coliseum City Master Plan scenario pursuant to this Specific Plan, Including the
Infrastructure necessary to support new development within the Coliseum District and Sub-Area B, as outlined
In Section 7.5 (above).
City/Local ,Government Funding
The primary resource that the City of Oakland and the County of Alamed;;i (through the Coliseum JPA) have to
contribute toward Implementation of the· Specific Plan is their land resource. Together, the City and County
currently owns the land on which the Coliseum stadium and Arena and their associated parking lots are located.
This City and County property covers around 112 acres within the Coliseum District. Additionally, the City of
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Measure B funds are .distributed through a formula to cities. These funds are spent on transportation
operations and capital projects wherever possible; most projects consist of paving and sidewalk repair, traffic
signal replacement, a(ld other basic transportation Infrastructure that has already significantly outlived Its
useful life. The City of Oakland has received Measure B funding in 2013; the next cycle for application will be in
2016. Measure Bfunding is passed-through to the City until 2020, and is often the only source of local match
funds for the City when applying for grants from other funding entitles.
Alameda County Transportation Commission Sales Tax, Measure BB, adopted in November 2014 1 implemented
a 30-year Transportation Expenditure Plari. Measure BB ·renewed the 0.5 percent transportation sales tax
approved in 2000 through Measure B, and increased the tax by 0.5 percent. This resulted In a 1 percent sales tax
. in the county dedicated to transportation expenses alone, which is set to expire in 2045 without voter renewal.
The tax revenue from this tax will be controlled by the Alameda County Transportation Commission (ACTC).
Measure BB will generate nearly $8 billion over 30 years for essential transportation improvements in every city
throughout Alameda County.
Alameda County Transportation Commission Vehicle Registration Fees
Alameda County Vehicle Registration Fee (VRF) Program was approved by the vo.ters in November 2010. The
fee generates about $10 million per year by a $10 per year vehicle registration fee. The goal of the VRF
program Is to sustain the County's transportation network and reduce traffic congestion and vehicle related
pollution.
In 2013/2014, ACTC distributed $1~7m In these funds to the City of Oakland.· Funds are distributed according to
. a yearly Allocation Plan, adopted by ACTC.
7.7 AFFORDABLE HOUSING STRATEGIES

City policies promote the use of transit and seek to reduce private automotive vehicle trips, particular emphasis
should be placed on providing workforce rousing that is affordable to those who are employed in the Coliseum
area's sports facilities, hotels and resta.urants, and in its commercial and Industrial businesses.
·

7.7.1 FUNDING CONTEXT

Most affordable housing in the Plan Area is expected to be funded with a mix of local and.non-local sources,
including Low Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHT(), Federal HOME funds, mortgage revinue bonds, and Federal
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) funds, "boomerang funds" (a portion of City property taxes that used
to be allocated to Redevelopment tax increment financing), the City's existing Jobs Housing Impact Fee, and
any other affordable housing impact fee that the City may adopt in the future~ With few exceptions, non-local
subsidy sources are not adequate, even in combination, to fully subsidize the cost differential to make· new
,. housing development affordable to low and moderate income households. It Is anticipated, however, th<!t the
City will continue its calla boratlon with the Oakland Housing Authority to provide project based vouchers that
subsidize rents to market level, while sustaining affordability for residents.
Up until the dissolution of the City's Redevelopment Agency (ORA) on February 1, 2012, redevelopmentgen.erated tax increment was the most important local source of funding for affordable housing. Prior to the
loss of Redevelopment, Oaklan.d dedicated 25 percent of its tax increment funds to affordable housing (10
percent more than required by state law). In the years prior to the Redevelopment Agency dissolution, up to
approximately $23 million was available for.affordable housing development annually. With the loss of
redevelopment and cuts to Federal funds, approximately $7·$10 million Is available per year. The estimated
local financing gap for affordable units is uo·o,ooo to $141,000 per unit. Due to this gap, a menu of creative
strategies is required to me.et the affordable housing needs for the Plan Area. These affordable housing
strategies are presented below.
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City of Oakland
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315
Oakland, CA 94612
Email: dreiff@oaklandnet.com
Re: Coliseum Area Specific Plan, Final Environmental· Impact Report (Case number ER130004) and Zoning and the
Oakland Housing Equity Roadmap
Dear Mr. Reiff:
I am writing to share my comments regarding the public health and envlrorimental Impacts of the Coliseum Area Specific
Plan (Plan), Zoning Changes and the Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR). As the County Health Officer responsible
for monitoring the health status of our communities and advising on the policies and practices that protect and promote
health and well-being within our county, I recommend the following: 1) using higher air filtration standard and the
Healthy Development Guidelines to reduce the potential ~egative publlc health Impacts on residents by poor air quality
and land use conflicts in the Plan; 2) require a displacement Impact assessment as a pre-condition of approval for
development projects including utilizing the Oakland Housing Equity Roadmap; 3) Improve access to basic and daily
needs and services to all residents and 4) develop a proposal for an ongoing community engagement process:
I recommend further strengthening the FEIR by having a higher air filtratipn standard and using the Healthy ·
Development Guidelines to be more health protective of the air quality and address land use conflicts; As previously
stated, there Is a disproportionate burden from Illness associated with air pollution in the Plan Area and current and
future conditions In the Plan Area put existing and new residents, particularly vulnerable populations, at risk of poor
1

health outcomes because of the proximity to sources of air pollution. Of concern is diesel particulate matter and
particulate matter 2.5 (PM 2.5). I am pleased that the FEIR clarifies that all projects must comply with both the Basic and
Enhanced Construction Measures (SCA Air-2). However, I am concerned that using air filters with MERV-13 does not
filter out PM 2.5, which can go deep Into the lungs and enter the bloodstream. Thus, I recommend editing the language

1
For Zip codes 94621 & 94603, the rate of asthma ED visits Is 1,230 per 100,000 residents; the Alameda County rate Is 553 per 100,000. The
. asthma ED visit. rate for children Is 2,048 per 100,000 (0-4 year-olds) compared to the Alameda County rate of 1,301per100,000: Asthma Inpatient
hospitalization rate is 339 per 100,000 residents; the county rate Is 147 per 100,000. The childhood asthma hospltallzatlon rate Is 908 per 100,000;
the county rate Is 477 per 100,000. Source: ACPHD CAPE !Jnlt with 2008-2010 data from California Office of Statewide Health Planning and
Development (OSHPO).
2
Bates, LK. (201~). Gentrification and Displacement Study: Implementing an Equitable Inclusive Development Strategy In the Context a/
Gentrification. Commissioned by City of Portla11d, Bureau of Planning and Sustalnablllty. Available at:

to ensure installations of HEPA air filters better than MERV-13, which"Wilf filter out smoke and fine particles associated
with diesel trucks and cars.
Also, given that the FEIR finds some potentially Significant and Unavoidable Impacts related to construction and
transportation impacts, I recommend Including language to utilize the Healthy Development Guidelines. This tool is
designed to identify negative health Impacts and to prescribe appropriate mitigations early on in the planning and
development review process and Includes protections for both new and existing residents. Usingthls tool will allow the
City and the public to gain. an understanding of the relative health impacts of a project. This help gives assurances that
health risks and benefits are appropriately and adequately mitigated for new and existing residents.
In order to prevent ahd mitigate the ahove negative health impacts associated with displacement, I recommend the
following improvements to the Specific Plan:

•

Displacement Impact Assessment: Because the CEQA framework does not adequately capture the potential
health and other impacts of indirect displacement on existing residents and surrounding communities, the City
should require an ind.ependent assessment of potential displacement Impacts as a pre-condition of approval for
all development projects within the Plan Area. This assessment should address the Impacts and estimated costs
to existing communities of indirect and direct displacement, Include mitigations for preventing displacement of
existing residents In the Plan Area and surrounding communities and a public engagement process to crea·te
guidelines for the assessment methods involving stakeholders, including community organizations, the public
health department and existing residents.

•

Oakland Housing Equity Roadmap: In addition, ACPHD supports the Oakland Housing Equity Roadmap as an
important document recommending viable policies and programs to ensure healthy and. affordable housing
opportunities for all Oaklanders, Including long-time res.ldents, to be able to remain and benefit from the city's
growth.

•

Higher Thresholds for New Affordable Housing: Establish housing affordability targets for all new projects built
within the Plan Area to ensure that the new housing mix· reflects the proportional needs of different income

.

brackets Identified in the Regional Housing Needs Assessment,
particularly
.
. for extremely low, very low, and low
income households. Include a minimum goal of 25% of total housing units to be set-aside for extremely low and
very low-income households.

•

Land Banking: Prioritize the use of public land, Including land owned by the City, County, and BART, for
affordable housing and other community uses before any other land use Is considered.

Priorities for Local Residents: Prioritize existing Oakland residents and residents previously displaced from
Oakland neighborhoods for new affordable housing units constructed within the Plan Area.

Tenant Outreach and Enforcement:. include and expand tenant outreach within the Plan Ar.ea and surrounding
communities
regarding rent stabilizatlon, Just Cause eviction
protections, .and the newly passed Tenant
.
.
Protection Ordinance to ensure existing residents are aware of their rights and opportunities under the law:

•

Condominium Conversation Regulations: Recommend revisions to the City's existing Condominium Conversion
Ordinance to limit the type of buildings that can convert and expand protections for existing residents.

Revenue generating tools for affordable housing:
Consider the use of development Impact fees and other
.
.
revenue generating policies to fund affordable housing and anti-displacement measures (such as tenant
protection outreach and enforcement and relocation services) within the Plan Area
The scale and scope of this Plan has a very direct Influence on the potential displacement of existing residents in .
surrounding communities, and should Include adequate mitigations and protections against displacement If It Is to
contribute to a healthy and equitable future Oakland; The FEIR states that the Plan will not result In direct displacement
of existing residents and that the pathway between the proposed development and future displacement is too

complicated to model within an EIR, thus requiring no analysis of and mitigations against displacement. However, the
Plan's proposed influx of new investment (including new housing units, businesses, transit station improvements, and
public parks and plazas) in an area ot'Oakland that·has experienced very little publicly-subsidized investment over the
last several decades creates a situation that many researchers have identified as triggering gentrification and
displacement.

2

"Gentrification" is the process by which a historically disinvested urban neighborhood undergoes ·

dramatic demographic and economic changes - including an increase in residents who are high Income, highly educated,
and white; an increase in for-sale and rental housing costs; and ultimately (If no policy interventions are made) the los.s
of renters, low-Income people, and people of color. 3 This process is driven by the private sector and supported by
government action - including policies, plans, and projects which facilitate and oftentimes subsidize development
without adequately ensuring benefits for existing residents or protecting against the risks of displacement.
Based on an analysis of the extent and progression of gentrification within Oakland neighborhoods, we found that East
Oakland neighborhoods are already in susceptible to middles stages of gentrification, meaning that the pre-conditions
4

for displacement are already in place: Gentrification and displacement have significant, negative health impacts on
individuals and families who are displaced 5, including: increased likelihood of exposure to overcrowded and substandard
housing conditions; loss of community services and institutions; financial distress and relocation costs; disruptions to
health care and prescription medications; fragmentation of community support networks; loss of social support and
cohesion; and direct Impacts on mental and physiological wellbeing. Furthermore, we found that dlsplac~ment may
harm health for the whole region by Increasing th.e likelihood that resi.dents who are forced into more affordable areas
of the County will need to drive to reach jobs, social activities, and essential services. Research has suggested that when
residents are ·displaced out of central city areas due to unaffordable housing conditions, they are likely to end up in
neighborhoods that have. lower levels of public transit access and fewer social arid community support services than
their previous nelghborhoods·. 6 On the other hand, new residents moving into transit-oriented development projects
are more likely to drive than previo.us residents, decreasing the potential public transit ridership benefits of these
projects.7 Thus, It Is crucial for the city to prioritize strong anti-displacement measures in all new development as part of
· its broader commitment to increasing public transit use, reducing vehicle miles traveled and associated greenhouse gas
emissions, and mitigating the Impacts of climate change.
I also recommend the following to ensure inclusion and access to benefits by existing residents:

•

Job training, hiring, and benefits. Include a minimum of least 50% of training and jobs for local residents,
particularly from the adjacent East Oakland neighborhoods and residents displaced from Oakland

2

Bates, LK: (2013). Gentrification and Displacement Study: Implementing an Equitable Inclusive Development Strategy In the Context of
Gentrification. Commissioned by City of Portland, Bureau of Planrilng and Sustalnablllty. Available at:
www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/artlcle/454027; Chapple K. (2009). Mapping Susceptibility to Gentrification: The Early Warning Toolkit. University of
California Center for Community Innovation. Available at: http://communltylnnovatlon.berkeley:edu/reports/Gentrlficatlon-Report.pdf.
·causa Justa::Just Cause. 2014, Development Without Displacement: Resisting Gentrification In the'Bay Area. Available at:
http://www.acphd.org/medla/343952/cjlc2014.pdf
4
Ibid.
s Ibid.
6
Garr, E. & Kneebone, E. (2010). The Suburbanization of Poverty: Trends In Metropolitan America, 2000 to 2008, Metropolitan Policy Program at
Brookings; Raphael, S. &Stoll, M.A. .(2010). Job Sprawl and the Suburbanization of Pov~rty. Metropolitan Polley Program at Brookings; Soursourlan,
M. (2012). Community Development Research Brief: Suburbanization of Poverty In the Bay Area. Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco;
International City/County Management Association. (2005). Active Living and Social Equity: Creating Healthy Communities/or All Residents: A Guide
for Local Governments. Available at: http:f/65.181.142.130/lmages/stories/rpt lcma lan2005.pdf.
.
7
Pollacks, Bluestone B, Billingham c. (2010). Ma!ntalnlng Diversity In America's Transit-Rich Neighborhoods: Tools for Equitable Change. Dukakls
Center for Urban and Regional Polley. Available at: www.northeastern.edu/dukakiscenter/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/TRN Equity final.pdf;
Domin le W. (2012). Is Just Growth Smarter Growth: The Effects of Gentrification on Tr.an sit Ridership and Driving In Los Angeles' Transit Station
Area Neighborhoods. Prepared for the Bus Riders' Union. Available at:
www.thestrategycenter.org/sites/www.thestrategycenter.org/files/Domlnle Is Just Growth Smarter Growth 6·2-2012.pdf.
3

neighborhoods .within the last 5 years. Reduce barriers to employment through "ban the box" policies, and
ensure new jobs provide family-supporting wages.

•

Project labor agreements. Require project labor agreements and labor peace agreements for all development
projects receiving subsidy from the City or taking place on publicly owned land to ensure living wages and job
training opportunities for local residents.

•

Improve local bus service. Work with AC Transit to improve local bus service within the Plan Area and
surrounqing neighborhoods through new bus routes, increased frequency of service, and expanded service
hours.

•

Discounted transit passes. Provide discounted transit passes for low-income yo'uth and adults, seniors, and
. people with disabilities residing and working adjacent to and within the Plan Area to ensure equitable access.to
the services and benefits of the Plan.

•

Ensure access to daily needs and services for all. Conduct an assessment of the daily needs and services for all
. residents, particularly for transit dependent and low-income populations. The assessment should include access
to: affordable and healthy foods, recreation centers and active open space, pharmacy, banks, affordable
.
.
childcare and primary care clinics.

Zoning Changes
I recommend the following changes to the zoning code In order to encourage equitable development and establish
development standards that promote and protect the health and wellbeing for new and existing residents.
• Residential Activities: All residential activities allowed In these district .zones should be subject to Table
17.101H.01, Limitation 4, which sets criteria to ensure no health, environmental or cu.mulative risks burden hew
residents. Permit criteria for the D-C0-1, 2 and 4 zones should lncluqe buffering and trees and dense
landscaping requirements adjacent to BART, roadways and 880 freeway. Projects should utilize Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design guidelines. Last, parking requirements should be relaxed to help
promote the use of active modes of transportation over driving and niake space available for affordable housing.
• D-C0-4: I am concerned about putting residential uses within D-C0-4. Given the existing access issues, existing
residents will have difficulty accessing the new services that come along with the development especially if the
elevated transit and pedestrian bridge Is not built over the 880 freeway. The new residents will also be Impacted
by a lack of pedestrian and bicycle and transit access to daily needs and s~rvices, parks and recreational spaces
and emergency vehicle access.
• Height and Density limits: The zoning allows for height limits at 159 feet (approximately15 floors), which are
the maximum limits before needing FAA approval. Staff have said In meetings that the BART transit oriented
development project will be three to four stories high but other projects could be higher and.that they would
like to see higher heights further away from existing neighborhoods, I propose lowering the height limits and
using height and density bonuses as a strategy to create more affordable housing in the Plan Area.·

\!I't;L'{i,9{~if!:-~,~~~'~i.'~t.fq,5ftJ[gS~~g!J,fJ}jpJJffL{!JfilR~tO,!l~nll~A limitation should be added so that the commerci~I and,

•

lnaustrial activitles·Cfoes not adversely affect the liealth, livability or development of abutting properties and the
surrounding neighborhood in terms of traffic, noise, air and water pollution, hours of operation, odors and
security. Furthermore, a buffering and landscaping requirement should be created for commercial or industrial
lots abut to residential facilities. This should Include requirements to plant and maintain dense landscaping,
trees and Installing decorative fencing. Commercial or industrial lots abut.to residential lots should also be
required. to cleanup Illegal dumping and trash surrounding their facility and abide and using lighting and other
guidelines in Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design.
·
Urban Agriculture: In-Table 17.101H.01, Limitation 16, which requires a CUP for agric1,1lture over 1 acre of land·
area, sho.uld be in alignment with the City's existing urban agriculture policies.

· Lastly, I recommend convening an ongoing community engagement process with East Oakland residents, especially if
there are significant project plan changes In the future. I appreciate the recent efforts and changes that have taken
place. City Planning staff met with ACPHD . and various stakeholders one-on-one and added more commun!tY meetings

to the approvals tfmeline. I am encouraged that staff and consultants have incorporated some Input into the revisions of
the documents. This engagement process should be the beginnings of ongoing community engagement of East Oakland
residents as there is an expressed need to address land use conflicts in and outside the Plan Area. This could look like
convening a st.akeholder advisory body to monitor implementation, garner input on future projects and address Issues
that arise. I am also pleased that the response to comments clarlfled that future potential significant project plan
changes will go through environmental review. I recommend clarifying that there will be full review with a public review
I

process, not merely an Addendum. This ensures that the community that lives there at.that time can be Informed and
engaged aboutthe changes that may be coming.
ACPHD is dedicated to Improving the health of Oaklanders and the rest of Alameda County residents and to preventing
avoidable health risks. In our efforts to do so, we are committed to partnering with the City of Oakland on ensuring
healthy planning. Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,

Muntu Davis, MD, MPH
· Health Officer and Public Health Department Director
Alameda County
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$UaJ: Alameda County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUO) Comr.rt$iit$ oii tlie C.oliseuhi .Area Specifib
Plan Ff:IR • Cr:tse #ER 130004

l

Dear Mr. Reiff, .

I.

I-"

Than~ YoL! for the opport.unify to review anq provide .c.omrnents on th!$ dO()L!trrent. Af> YOIJ ar.i:l t')W,~Ye, 'tt'J.l.(')·
proJect is: scheduled for hearing at the Maroh:18, 2015. Airport Land Use c0rnmisslon (ALUC)r-egu:lat ·
Meeting,. The last day tbr commehts on this FE'.lR Is today, March 4, 2015; .In addition ti:> this letter, the. ALUG
may have additional comments after the March 181 20:1..5 meeting. I u.nderstand from our dlscuss1Qf)$ th~t
those :comr:nents,. lfany; wlJJ .become part ofthe officlal· record on this :project, I also :cmderstimd that this·
letter will be .read. into the record at.tonight's: Plahhlhg Comml.sslon Meeting fn Oakland,

The. R~sponse to Comments section of the FEiR provides respo~ses to ttw-Oot~ber 15, 2014 letterfrom the
AL.UC. Cbmment A7-1 proposes ch.anges to the. EIR reflective, of concerns regarding. FAA P:art~77 alrspace
requirements and proposed project structures that wbUld exceed thos·e standards. However, the proposed
th.e FEIR stll/ does. not ~rdequatety· reflect ALUC concerns and requested new h;mgl.u;ige ~s
described in: the Ootbb.er 15t 2016.ALUC commentJetter. Therefor.e, we request the.foUowlng.revJ~n~ci
la-nr~uage be applied as mitigation for MM Land 7~A:
langu~ge: in

MM Land-7A: No structt,1re that exceeds 159;3. feet.above mean se.a level; or otherwise exceeds the
applicable Part 17 surfaces of the Oakland inter·natlonai Airport Land U~e Gompatlblllty Pl~n wHI be
· approved .by the· City unless: s.uch a .structure has :been reviewed by the FAA In. ac.0or9ance with FAR .
Par.t.77 and the City rec.eiVes:
·
·
·
a). An ~AA finding· that the. structure ls "No Hazard To Air Navigation'' and would not result In the
FAA i:ilterlng, cur'talllng, J.lt:nltlng;. or restrlot1r1g tHghtop.eri;;itJons Jn any manrHm arid ~h At.UC

determination that the. proposed structure Is: oonsl$'tent With the December 2010 Oakland
lnternatJbnal Airport Land Use Compati~ility:Plan (ALUCP)} .and.
b) Agreement from the applicant to mark and ll~ht that structure In a manner consistent With
FAAsta ndards.
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We appreolati:dhe City's responsiveness to other .element~ .o.fth~ prl:or· (October 2014) AJ...IJC comment le:tter1 ·
specifically, new mitigation measure MM Land 7"C addressing avfgatlon ·easement re·qulrements, arid the
oity'·s ·stated commitment to pr9vldlng the ALUC with a review process for consistency determinations for all
$ubsequent proJects within th:e. Project Area thi:it t;Jxoeed.159 feet !n len~th.
·
·
We. look'forward to.cor.itlnued collaboration on this exciting project! Pleaf3e~do .not hesltateto cohtaotme If
yqu have any questions regarding this letter.
·
·

Cindy.Horvath
Senior Transportation Planner

o:

Members,.Alameda County AlrporUand Use Comm15slon
Sean Charpentier, Avlati.oh ProJeet Man.ager, Port of Oakland
Albert L()pez,.Alqmeda County Planning Dlrector1 ALUC Acimlnistrattve, Officer
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Serious Drought.
Help save water/

March 3, 2015
. ALA880709 ·
SF-880-PM 25..3-26.3
SCH# 2013042066
Mr. Devan Reiff
Plaruting Division
City of Oakland
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315
Oakland, CA 94612 .
Dear Mr. Reiff:
Oakland Coliseum Area Specific Plan - Final Environmental Impact Report

Thank you for including the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) in the
environmental review process for the project referenced above. We have reviewed the Final
Environmental Imp.act Report (EIR) and have the following comments to offer.

Response to Comment A3-3
Given the project's impacts to Interstate (I-) 880 and nearby streets, the projectshould contribute
fair share traffic in:tpact fees towards I-880 projects identified in the 2014 Alameda County
Transportation Expenditure Plan. These include the Northbound High Occupancy Vehicle
Extension from A Street to Hegenberger Road, and the Local Access and Safety Interchange
Improvements at 42"d /High Streets.
.
.
The proposed Coliseum District Development will degrade 1-880 from Level-of-Service (LOS) E
to LOS F on several segments identified in hnpact Trans~ 75, 76 and 77 and degrade intersection
LOS at the following intersections: llltersection #35 "":·International Boulevard/High Street,
Intersection #61 ~'San Leandro Street!Hegenberger Road Off-Rampf75 1h Avenue~Jntersection
#76"-Colisetnn Way/I-88.0 Northbound Ramps/42"d Street.
Required mitigation measures for project impacts should include measures that require additional
right of way and freeway ramp, interchange and mainline improvements, and fair share traffic
fees should be collected from developers for future highway improvements. EIRs for local
developments impacting State facilities are required to assess project impacts and provide
mitigation. While the freeways may be under the jurisdiction of ~altrans,: mitigation for prdJe~t
impacts are the r~sponsibility of the development. The scheduling and cOsts associated with
planned infrastructure improvements on Caltrans right-of-way (ROW) should be liste~;, in
addition to identifying viable funding sources per General Plan Guidelines,
"Provide a sqfe, sustainable, Integrated and e.fl/Cienl transportation
system to enhance California's economy and llvabl/11)1"

.
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Mr. Devan Reiff, Cit)' of Oakland
March 3,.2015
. Page 2

To validate the efficacy of Transportation Demand Management (TDM) measures, the BIR
should provide additional detail~ on the data collec\ion for trip reducing TDM measures in the
Coliseum Area Specific Plan. The TDM Program should include appropriate documentation for
monitoring TDM measures, including annual reports to demonstrate the ongoing reduction of
vehicle trips wl,lile continuing to survey the travel patterns of residents and employees within the
project area,

Mitigation Monitoring
.
.
As the lead agency, the City of Oakland is responsible for all project mitigation, including any
needed improvements to State highways. The project's fair share contribution, financing,
scheduling, implementation responsibilities and lead agency monitoring should be fully
discussed for all proposed mitigR;tion measures. This information should also be presented in the
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan of the environmental document. The type of
mitigation, specific location, implementation schedule for each transportation impact mitigation
measure, and lead agency contact responsible 'for mitigation reporting should be identified.
Required roadway improvements should be completed prior to issuance of the Certificate of
Occupancy. ·
Should you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Sherie George at
510-286~553 5 or sherie.george@dot.ca.gov.
Sincerely,

PATRICIA MAURICE
Acting District Branch Chief
Local Development - Intergovernmental Review
c: State Clearinghouse

"Provide a :safe, :susta/nabfe, integrated and efficient transportation
:system to enhance California's economy and fivablf/ty".
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February 24, 2015

Devan Reiff, AI CP
City of Oakland
Bureau of Planning
250 Frank H. Ogawa, Suite 3315
Oakland, CA 94612
Re:
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Coliseum Area Specific Plan
General Plan, Planning Code and Zoning Map Amendments
Planning Commission Public Hearing March 4, 2015

Dear Mr. Reiff:
Thank you for the opportunity to meet with you and Ed Manasse at our offices on February 9,
following the February 4, 2015 Planning Commission meeting. We feel the meeting was
productive in helping both the City and EBMUD to advance toward agreeable General Plan and
.zoning changes that support the Coliseum Area Specific Plan (CASP) and also allow for the
critical functions that the Oakport Facility serves in EBMUD's public mission of serving high
quality, reliable, and affordable drinking water and wastewater services within its service area,
including the city of Oakland.
To accomplish its water service mission, EBMUD has several corporation yards, administration
facilities and treatment plants that are strategically located throughout its service area from
Richmond in the north to San Leandro in the south, and from Oakland in the west to Walnut
Creek in the east. EBMUD has over 4,200 miles of pipe in its service area, of which 40%, or
1,800 miles, are in Oakland. In addition, EBMUD ha8 one water treatment plant, 23 pumping
plants, 36 reservoirs, and 41 regulator and rate control stations within the city of Oakland.
EBMUD's main Administration Building is also located in downtown Oakland and the Adeline
Maintenance Facility is located in west Oakland. In order to efficiently maintain and operate its
facilities and in order to effectively respond to emergencies, EBMUD has strategically located its
corporation yards close to its facilities on properties zoned for corporation yard uses, with good
freeway access, and of sufficient size for current and future needs.
Originally, EBMUD's service yard that served the central, southern, and east Oakland areas was
located at the Coliseum site. In 1964, EBMUD acquired the 127 acre Oakport property from the
.City of Oakland in exchange for the Coliseum service yard site. Since then, EBMUD has
cooperatively worked with the City to develop the Oakport Facility. As an example, EBMUD
sold a portion of the property to the City of Oakland for the Oakport Street realignment and the
East Oakland Regional Sports Center. EBMUD has also worked collaboratively 'with the East
375 ELEVENTH STREET , OAKLAND , CA 94607-4240 , TOLL FREE 1·866-40-EBMUD

'
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De\'.an Reiff, AICP
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Bay Regional Park District by granting two leases for the Martin Luther King Jr. Shoreline Trail
and adjacent open space. As a result, EBMUD now has only 48 acres remaining for its core
maintenance functions, which represents 38% of its original space.
The Oakport site has unique qualities that cannot be readily found at other sites in the central,
southern, and east Oakland area. The site is properly zoned, of sufficient size, with excellent
freeway access to efficiently serve the area, buffered and away from residential areas, so that no
truck traffic is routed through residential neighborhoods. This provides for traffic safety while
minimizing community impacts. In the past, EBMUD has investigated consolidating corporation
yard uses to reduce the number of sites. However, all other EBMUD properties on the west side
of the Oakland hills are fully built-out, have little to no available space, and cannot accommodate
the Oakport Facility functions. In addition, these sites do not have direct freeway proximity.
EBMUD sites east of the hills are also fully built-out and have significantly greater travel times
to the Oakland service area. In summary, without the Oakport site, EBMUD would be faced with
greater travel times, which would result in longer response times, increased vehicle emissions, ·
and increased environmental and community impacts overall.
EBMUD's Oakport Wet Weather Treatment Plant is also located at the site in a critical location
along the gravity-flow South Interceptor and is designed to help prevent uncontrolled wet
· weather overflows into city streets and San Francisco Bay. Relocating this facility to another
location .along the interceptor is not possible as there is no known sufficient available space with
the necessary hydraulics to operate the current and the potential future storage expansion.
As described in our previous letters to you, EBMUD is facing increased infrastructure
maintenance needs in future years. In addition, ongoing service yard travel-time studies continue
to indicate that EBMUD's Oakport facility is optimally located for its maintenance activities.
This is not surprising, given that 40% of the District's pipelines are located in Oakland. As a
result, EBMUD continues to have a strong need for the Oakport facility and envisions continuing
its use, consistent with EBMUD's Oakport Master Plan that was provided to the City in 1998
and again as a result of our collaborative work on the Coliseum Area Specific Plan. As
discussed, EBMUD will also increase use of the site as it begins to replace aging pipeline at an
accelerated rate as part of its pipeline renewal program. As the program increases to the
sustained maximum replacement rate, more and more of the available acreage will be used in
accordance with the Master Plan.
Any specific development on the Oakport property would of course proceed under CEQA and
following the City's processes. However, EBMUD is concerned that zoning change 25 and the
113 limitation for D-C0-6, as currently written, would further reduce the available space to less
than 17 acres ( 13 % of the original Oakport property) which is less than half of the needed
acreage identified in the Oakport Master Plan. This level of reduction would severely impact

Devan Reiff, AI CP
February 24, 2015
Page 3
EBMUD's ability to support its charter to provide drinking water and wastewater treatment
services to the community.
EBMUD is committed to developing its property in a sustainable and aesthetically pleasing way
in harmony with the natural environment and with sensitivity to its neighbors. We understand the
goals of the CASP and will continue to work with the City on the development of the property.
EBMUD has a demonstrated history of working together with the City on Oakland's
development plans in this area and looks forward to a mutual resolution of the General Plan
Amendments and zoning changes that continue to support EBMUD's critical public mission.
Sincerely,

Elizabeth Z. Bialek
Engineering Manager
EZB:DAD
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Vfa eMail and IJS Mail
bakland Pfannfog Gortimisslon
<J~kll,lll°P Cley H~ll

Qne .Frank Qg~Y{\l: P.laze,,
Oakland; CA. 9-4612

·EmaH pattillo@p~·acfesign.com

Re:: Oakland Coliseum Final En:vlronmentaUmpactReport Janunryi 2015

Dear·Chairwo.ma11 :Patillo and Commissiortets:
"fhe;Odldeil Gate.Audub'oit S-ocfoty apptetliates the opportunityto comment on tire above.referenced .FEIR.
'We welcdrne the.City of.O.akl'and' s resp'Onse, to our t:oncems reg1nding the proposed develepment ofthe
Edgewater Seasonal. Wetland. Danton: Sfough ·and the: Ed'gewater:Seqsonal Wetland should not be.
·contemplated. as part. ofilny development pfan. These areas are inetedibly· ecologically vatuab le ·andJl\.e
seasomil wetland in particular, must be· protected fa perpetuity as.a rniti~ation.requlrernent.
·we sµpport the· Staff Report language .found inS,ection L4: of AttachmentB' that states thatthe project is not ·
considered permitted until:
· ·
·
"3 . .-. the des'ign of the' d~velqpmenl accounts for the projected rise- in sea leve·ts and: the potential for
.inundation by the Bay ar\.d other floodwaters.''
·

'l'he' propos-ec! projec.t dlcl. no.t ad!'lquately ptovlde· for sea level rise and. we ~cknowledge·th11t ther~rwil rnow h1;1. ·
a process requ'ited to. addr.essthis.Issue before, development permits, arti lssued, We request t0 b!l notified and
.ailoweCI to ·partlc'ipate. in whatitmeans to ·11a.ccount for:projecfed rise In .s.ea foveJs •. / 1 ·
We. allio askthatthe folfowlng claus.e b.e·l!.4d~d. tQ L;.$1
.
•Ith~ ~esfan o't'.'the·deve(opment i-t<;c~tJ.nt$ :thr .tM Pr\'IJ(lqted·ris¢. li1 ~~$ Jev~i:$ ~l\'rtd thi::;~.t'l,t¢.ntj!tl ~O.t :iriu11d&~ion
·.1>y the·aa·, and 6th·r.flood · 1u~ s h1 a mahtt dhat·· rotect ir thlmman. lnftils'tr ctuttll!' well as theaquat'lc
t:~$QiJ~p~s~fsanL;a.MfbB~Y./· · · · · · · .e · ~· · · .~ J) · · · · · ·· · u · s · ·· · · · · · ·..

Tldaln:i.J1ts4e$ p.r~vlil~ f(llod 'titi.d et<:>$19n: ¢ontrol~ '~t'1V.rP.v* w~ter ·qµ~fl!;$i; ·Md. f.o~m. th~: bas!~. 9f th<l: :itqiiW~
· J9tid. ~h!\ib'., :feopl~ ~nJ<>y ·~!!Jltf mat$h¢$ .forth~ir. be~UlY frP.m'.~l).e·.¢qolqgit::~I i.il:v.~tsityt~~Y q!ln~ DtlS.titve th~r~.
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:milts~ \re&iiUltiP'n 'Ptoduoe.s a~ ro:µch b.iQ'mM$: ~$ a11 ~~r~ qf,W.h.e!lt. Milt~~ v~g~tatlP.n proV.14~~ feio.d. to-r

invert¢br~te$ which '!\re f9od fot:ft$h.

a1Jd they at~ .fogcJ fortilrd~. allqhih(chJuay R,e: f9od:f9r: bU!hllnS.,,

S10;1.Le1,1i1~ro B~y Js o_t(~.o:f:the Cent.r.~1.'aay.;,$. ffohes.t:i);q((a~ic ~t.eM i'1 ~~9:4~v~t.$!tY ~tjd a.~llti4~np~.:th~ hl.$~~.dc
:p:re$.eli¢e pf t~Qusat1d~· <>faq~~s ofti4al tl'l.ars}l l,1~s J~ft S!lil·Leiti)d:rq Bay ·*1·. w~terb:ody wi.~h i\ deli 11i.i~.slr~te

supportlitg a 'Wide var.ieiy of lif<ffrbm ·shell fish· to fisMo birds.

Atro.whelid Marsh supp·ortMne.of the, largest concentrations of.'the fed er-ally and! state listed 'as endangeted'
bird1 the l{idg~ay•s: ra:H (formerly. called the Clap,per rail)'. The mudflats <>fSan Leandro aay support tens.!)f
· ·thousands ·ofshorebfrds. In fact, w'he·n San Frauolsco Bay was offidla;lllY identiffed. as :the most. important
migratory :Stop.0verfor shorebirds on the. west c.oast the dedicatfon oerem<my was ·held ac:the Martin.Luther
.King Regional Shorelim;. Park! Tens,.cf'thdustmds ofw~tet'fowl
idso·depend on San Lea11am Bay :duting their
..

GOLDEN GATE:AUDUB'ON $0CIETY
2530 San, Pablo Avenue., Suite i3, earkeljj.y, .CA9A102
plio11u;5l0,843.2222. wub www.golde.11ga:tealldubon.org

a111nil gga11@9oldenga:teauduhon.org.
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.~p~\ng an4 f~U migrit#()M . .L.!!t$¢. j)PP,.o.1.~ti<lrt$· 9f'£!$h species frrhabit' $art L~and~o Bay ttllci·t,l~p.en~ trP\lttllll$
~·a'ii:vl~a:I fi$.IH\j.lf-$~JY,.

Tidil:f milt$h¢s he!p-c:on.tt.ol fJpodil)g.:rvf11tsJ) yc:;getiiti'qn a~t$ a$,~ drag .pti wave energy ·and. th.us r~4:tlcie,s w~ve ·
hiii~hts ~M Wi!'W e.n·er:w. th!~ 'li:!w.~rs the he.i$ht'<'.!f $tQ:rr:n '~l,lr~(is, an~ t.h\!$. '.h~lps p.r~Y¢rttf!ot:idi\\g; ~Y. rMtjcfng
wave !)tt~i'sY .it' h<i.11?$ i;xesetve·~ho~(l:Iine~ from f;ir¢.~i91'1...E.vetY Yeanoete IS,:grtl!IJ¢"r r~¢.ogi)Jti:C111 thar *1.~r
-m~tiihel P.l~y aiJ;eS,~e:nti~ttol~ 'hi addre$sing sea level vise. .J:l'lllion:s of dolfars are heingipent <m the Li;>uf~'iana

. ··

·$horeUne t.e$tQd!1$Wetlan~s itt otd~r tP, .a:vold anotherdisasterJike H\Jttlcane:Kafrlna. ···

ReP:~r)~ ~t!Yartg~s- .in i'.~li\~ins ti4~Coo1.1r~h r~s.totaHdn :to $ea fovel rise ha:s r.escilted. fo..the,c<mcept. 9ffhe

Mrizi'!nta.l leY.ec:li '.J'hl~ cQrtst~ts. Qf'Cteaflh$. a veey s.rai;lual :slope ofba:y mu~on the hay $Ide rit"a.·te:v¢11;. Thi$
sl!'.>Yi' ltj¢te~~() Ji). ~l¢Vil.tiot1 !:ll.l9w$;fc;;r Jh;e,Qreitt!qn \:iftida:l .marshes ori. the .outboa:rd; side. ofa levee an4 t4.i~' in
!;Qt.fl '~.l.l'!>ws· tb¢ t(gii.llJWsh·es to· prev¢nftfi¢·trveripp,pfng. .bf the levees hr storm evetits and als'Q prql!',lrr&S. the
... .
·
·
,life
.. of
.....leY·ees
.... · b:Y·red
. JLcin...~ w.. ll,v.e~·
. . ne·r
. W.. ,
W¢ &e.lieve thil.t'~ h¢ii~ont1:1l.ltM.l;l $hg-uld· be :cottsiaere·d for :the shore Hile betw:e.ert Elmh!lr.st Oreek an<!
Damon $Jq9g}i Wti~n d~$igh$ l!r~ cre·ated:to addl-e$s sea level .rise. :r.1tfa·wm hdp preserve. the'.tfoli a-qua:tfo
v~Ju¢.~ qf)he pr(!~e11t-$~rr J'..e~rtdt\:i Bay into the futi:tre. 'J.1Ms will alst:i:prov.ide wonderful ·recreationaf
.opportunitieS.irtcluding walking, jogging:artd bird watchiQg.
F.or decades Go'.lden:Gate Audub.on has 'pa:dnered with the East.B.ay. 'Regional .Park DJsttlof on.habitat
.restoratidn with the -community at 'the MLKJr. Shoreline.P.arkfo Oaklimd. Staffled voTunteer .effor.ls,engage:
the,-community fo shoreline cleanups -and planting'or .tendin_g to .native plants; Thes.e native wetland plants
pr.o.vide· habitat for blt:ds and .cle.anse:the water .that fl(lws fafo·the :a~y:. Til<is site: ls. used !!lS :an o.utdoor
c1ii-ssroom fot';thlrd grade students :fro:m Title 0ne ftcho~ls in :Oakland. '0ther'VO)J1nteersJead fre.e- ifle:lct:trfps
·to this park to see th:e 'biras. that Fesicfe,in or· migrate through th.isarea each: year. Git:izen:.scientists nave us.ed
a tool called e•bird and' identified ~Ms as ·a hotspotfor vie"{fog birds-.

We also suggest. that LS lie revis:edto. read: 1'Th&t measures ·.tbat:mfnhnize adverse lmpac;ls: to. the s.urroundlng
community have been· lncorp.orated 'into the :project.'1
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.rhank ·you for your aft<intfol). to o.m: .conc~ri1$,
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Al Minard
1201 Valdez Way
Fremont, CA 94539
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March 4, 2015
RE: Coliseum City FEIR
Dear Planning Commissioners,
I am a member of the Alameda County Parks, Recreation and Historic Commission. We have been looking at
this project for a couple of months.
Here are rri.y thoughts on this project:
1. The Oakland Alameda County Coliseum, under whatever name it is using today, is a historic building.

All of the proposals except the "No Project" would include demolishing this building. This is more
than a large baseball/football stadium it is a reference point Jilong the freeway and from BART, it is also
visible from the air which makes it an important building for more than just the residents of Oakland. I
think in spite of the desire on my part as a historian to preserve this building that it will be .demolished
which sets up lots of mitigation to compensate the City of Oakland and Alameda County for the loss of a·
· . historic building; ·
2. Regarding mitigation The largest glaring error in this proposal is the introduction of approximately
10,000 new people under the age of 21, who will be living in high rise buildings with little or no access to playgrounds. This is East Oakland, which has a reputation of being an undesirable place to live
because of all of the crime. When I look at the amount and location of playgrounds in this area I find
that there is very few and that they are grossly overused now even before all of these new young people
move into the area. Kids will be kids, if they are not engaged in acceptable behavior they will get into
mischief, which includes graffiti, drugs, and other crimes. This is unacceptable, this p1'oject should put
in about 1,000 acres of playgrounds to compensate for the lack of existing playgrounds·in the area and to
·compensate for the new young people who will move in to this area. This should be one of the required
mitigations for demolishing the historic building.
3. Also regarding mitigation, the developers have cleverly included existing and proposed wetlands as
"parks", while this is in fact a broad interpretation of park land, it does not address the need for young
people to have a place to play in organized ·and even. un-organized sports. Then the developer talks
about trading. wetlands for wetland owned and used by other agencies, and I assume that they will then
include this into the acreage for "parks" that this project needs. Wetlands is a "look but don't touch"
type of park and it.is gi·el:lt that it wi11 be available for the residents to enjoy, but it is not suitable for
children to play on or in. ·
4. Also regarding mitigation, While there is no law that I am aware offor forcing the developer to put in
parks, even when there is, they generally find a cop-out, that include putting money into a fund to purchase land in another part of the City for a park. As responsible citizens of this planet, Earth, we are
becoming inore aware of ou~ carbon footprint, and having a park that someone would have to take a bus
or drive to is not a solution to the park situation in this area.
I respectfully submit these comments and trust that you will take them seriously, because l have found that
when one person writes to a couricil .member or Planning Commissioner, which generally indicates that there ·
are about 99 more people who support that position but are unwilling to write or speak on it.
Thank you Very much for reading this letter.
Al Minard
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Recommendations for the Final Draft Coliseum Area Specific Plan and Proposed
Planning Code Amendments

Dear Commissioners Pattillo, Moore, Bonilla, Colem.an, Myres, Nagraj, and Weinstein: ,
We are a coalition of Oakland residents, workers, faith leaders, youth, unions, and community
organizations from various sectors invested in the h_ealth and economy of Oakland.
Collectively, we represent tens of thousands of Individuals who believe that if done right, the
Coliseum City project has the potential to transform East Oakland by c~eating good jobs,
affordable housing, safe and healthy communities, and cleaner air.
While we are pleased with many of the changes that staff has made to the Draft Coliseum Area
Specific Plah since the previous draft,. we call on the Planning Commission to make targeted
improvements to the Specific Plan and related Planning Code changes at its March 4th
meeting. These additional modifications are needed to ensure that the Specific Plan and

Planning Code promote a Coliseum City that respects the diversity, culture, deep roots, and
urgent needs of the current community whlle welcoming more local residents; The result will
be a more equitable, environmentally sound, and economically successful project. 1
Specifically, we urge the Commission to add new policies to and strengthen existing policies in
the Specific Plan, and to revise the proposed Planning Code amendments related to the
following priorities:
•

Community and economic benefits, including an emphasis on good jobs, targeted hiring
of displaced residents, the use of project labor agreements, pathways for formerly
incarcerated individuals, community health, and promoting youth services;

•

Affordable and family housing, including a meaningful density bonus, a target for 3-4
bedroom units, a higher percentage of affordable housing, more deeply affordable
housing, land banking and use of public land, preference for local and displaced
residents for.affordable units, and eliminating conditional use permit requirements for
permanent housing that includes supportive services;.

•

Anti~dlsplacement

protections, including stronger rent stabilization, just cause, and
condo conversion regulations; education about tenants'· rights; and more robu.st
relocation assistance;

•

Environmental health, sustainability, public transit, buffers against air pollution and
1

noise, Indoor air quality Improvements, and transportation and freight safety; and
•

Transit that is accessible and affordable to low income residents and workers, youth,
seniors, and individuals with disabilities, including discounted transit.passes, expanded
bus service.

· East Oakland is an established community of hard-working people who have been living,
working, shopping, worshiping, and raising their families there for generations .. After decades
of neglect, the City has the opportunity to encourage investment and development that will
help these residents and local businesses thrive. We strongly urge you to direct the Planning
Department to include the recommendations below before you approve the Specific Plan and
Planning Code changes. (Suggested deletions are in strikethrough, and additions are in
underline.} The Specific Plan must integrate the plan areas with the largi;!r East Oakland
community,,rather than establishing a separated and Insulated neighborhood; it should be
coordlna'ted and harmonized with existing communities and their needs. Without the critical
changes.proposed here, the Coliseum City plan will fail East Oa~fand residents and the
environmel'.lt.
I.

Specific Plan
A. Community and Economic Benefits

We are grateful for the addition of the section on community and economic benefits and
appreciate that staff have attempted to address community concerns. Nevertheless, we·
·suggest the following changes to further strengthen this section and ensure that the. adjacent
community truly benefits from the planned invest.ments: .
1. Good jobs: Revise Goal 2 (pp.4, 58) to emphasize good jobs and to read: "Create a

regionally significant jobs and employment area that can expand Oakland's ability to
attract new businesses and employers; and support existing businesses, given the area's
available land and its prime transit-oriented and ~lrport-adjacent location. Participate in
the Bay Area's dynamic 'innovation economy', and attract new busiAesses aAd job~.
accessible to local residents and retain existing fobs with family-supporting wages and .
benefits in opportuAities to the surrounding East Oakland area'."
2. Targeted hiring of displaced residents: Revise LU Policy 3-41 (p. 74) to include residents
who were dispfaced from Oakland to read: "The City supports and encourages local
hiring and training of Oakland residents, including residents from the adjacent East
Oakland neighborhoods and those displaced within the previous 5 years, for the new
. jobs envisioned In the Plan."
Those who experience displacement as a result of increased housing prices spurred by
demand In the area around Colis~um City should be first in line for jobs that can help
them afford to return to their community.
3. ·Project labor agreements: Strengthen LU' Policy 3-44 (p. 74) to read: "Reguire CoAsider
Project Labor Agreements (PLAs) and labor peace agreements for developments In the
2

Plan Area which include City of Oakla'nd subsidy, benefit from City Infrastructure
investments, or are located on publicly owned land, and where the City is a market
participant in the development project."
PLAs are an important tool for protecting the City's proprietary Interests through
ensuring that developments in the Plan Area pay good wages, provide adequate iob
training and apprenticeship opportunities for local residents, and ensure efficient
completion of the project construction.
.

.

4. Pathways/or formerly incarcerate.d individuals: Add a policy to section 3.11 (pp.74-75)
that reads: "Increase public safety, community health, and economic development by
. creating pathways Into good lobs for those with criminal records through "ban the box"
policies and other similar means."
Local hire cannot be fully Implemented for our entire community without ensuring ·
pathways into jobs that would prevent employers from asking about criminal records on
the front end of the job application pr9cess and enable job seekers to get a foot in the
door.
5. Youth services~. Strengthen LU Policy 3-45 (p.74) to read: "The PlaR can s~upport healthy
recreation .and the social lives of neighborhood youth of all ages and create safe .
neighborhoods and opportunities, With the inclusion by including.a youth/teen
center, or other innovative spaces that Eet:lW should be programmed by local yo.uth and
providers in or near the Plan Area; also, by the improvement of existing recre()tion
facilities."

of

East Oakland Is a community of families In great need of recreational and educational
resources for youth.
6. Community health~ Strengthen LU Polley 3~48 (p.75) to read: "Consieler i!ncludef.Ag a
health center (such as a YMCA) in, or near, the Plan Area to support the health and
fitness of the East Oakland community and new residents .... "
. B. Affordable Housing and Family Housing

We are pleased that the draft Specific Plan now contains a more robust discussion of housing
and displacement; however, it still fails to meaningfully respond to the housing needs of nearby
existing and future lower-income households. For example; the Specific Plan envisions
household sizes and affordability levels that do not reflect those In the surrounding
communities .. Therefore, we strongly reconim~nd the following changes:
1. Equity goal: Revise Land Use Core Goal 4 (pp.4, 60) to read: "Create a vibrant and socioeconomically diverse urban mixed~use district, attracting a significant community of

residential and commercial uses ...."

2. Meaningful density bonus: Revise ~u' Policy 3-i2 (p.59) to read: ,;Development should
emphasize moderate to higher density uses that make best use of the Plan Area's transit
and transportation facilities while making effective use of density bonus and other
Incentives to encourage integration of affordable housing, and position the Plan Area as·
3

an asset for the City of Oakland and surrounding region."
While mechanisms such as parking Incentives and density bonuses mentioned in section ·
7. 7 fp.169) are useful in some contexts, they are unlikely to be utilized If land is overzoned to allow all developers to build the maximum desirable density and height
without accessing these incentives. We are concerned that the proposed rezoning will
render ineffective the voluntary bonus and Incentives program for producing affordable
housing referenced in LU Policy 3-20 (p.60). Due to over-zoning in other parts of
Oakland, density bonus incentives .are rarely utilized, because zoning and developm.ent
standards already permit and exceed the types of development that the market will
support. This mistake should not be repeated in Coliseum City.
3. Family housing: Revise LU Policy 3-50 (p.77) to specifically encourage new housing units
for large families (3-4 bedrooms) to ensure. that the housing mix reflects the needs of
families with children in the surrounding community.
While the Specific Plan envisions small units averaging 1.74 to 2.50 people per
2
household , which will not meet the needs of families with children, as the current
median household size in the surrounding neighborhoods Is approximately 3.62. 3
4. Higher percentage and depth of affordable housing: Strengthen LU Polley 3-51 (p. 77) to
read: "Encourage at least 15 percent of Establish housing affordability targets for all new
units built in the Plan Area be affordable to low and A'loderate incoffie "101:Jseholds to
ensure that the housing mix is at least equivalent to the Regional Housing Needs
Allocation for extremely low-, very low-, and low-Income households described In the
City's adopted Housing Element, through a combination of .ffi-mixed income
de•.•elopments I as 'o't'ell as in developffierits tl<lat are and 100 percent affordable housing
developments-l:ffii.t!7. According to the Coliseuffi Specific Plan EIR, the Plan Area is
projected to add bet>.veen 4,000 and 5,750 new l<lousirig llnits over tl<le ne)(t 20 25 years;
so of the total nl:lmber of 1:Jnlts, tl<le affordable "101:1slng target will b~ 600 to 860 l:lnlts." 4
The City has already established targets for affordable housing needs In its Housing
Element. The la.rge scale of this project, its location on publk land, and the needs of the
surrounding community make It particularly Important In helping Oakland meet the ·
goals adopted in its Housing Element. More than 50% of Oakland households qualify as
extremely low-, very low- or lpw-income 5, and many live in overcrowded, unhealthy,
and unaffordable conditions du'e to the lack of adequate affordable housing
opportunities. II') t.he 94621 zip cod.e, where Coliseum City will be located, the median
household income is $31,082, nearly 70% of households are renters, and nearly 70% of
those renters are rent-burdened (paying more than 30% of their income for rent).
S.. Land banking: Strengthen LU Policy 3-53 (p.77) to read: "Gonsider tl<le creation of a--la:fle
birnl<irig program for the Colisel:JA'l Plan Area, sl<leuld f1:Jnding beeoffie available, that
wo1:1ld set aside A'loncy, or dedicate Prioritize the use of public land; for sit.es for
affordable housing and other community uses, and evaluate which parcels would be
most appropriate for land banking, including land owned by the County, the Port of
Oakland, ahd BART, before any public land is disposed of for other purposes."
Setting aside public land is an essential strategy for serving community needs and for
4

achieving a mixed-income neighborhood, especially given the City's very limited
affordable housing funds. Disposition of public land should be aligned with the City's
recently passed on ordinance governing all public land, both surplus and otherwise.
6. Preference for local and.displaced residents:
a. Add a policyto section 3.12 (pp.75-77) as follows: "Prioritize Oakland residents
and those who have been displaced ·within the previous 5 years for new
affordable housing units constructed in the Plan Area."
b. Revise LU Polley 3-59 (p.79) to read: "Strengthen local relocation policies to
ensure that any Oakland resident ·displaced as a r~sult of a no-fault eviction,
including building closure due to uninhabitable conditions, or publicly funded
· development, receives just comp.ensation, priority for new affordable units, and
co.mprehensive relocation assistance."
Those experiencing displacement as a result of increased demand spurred by the
development of Coliseum City should be first in line to return to their community.
7. "Workforce housing": Reframe the discussion of "workforce housing" in Section 7.7.2
(p.168) to acknowledge the reality of low-wage retail, service, and hospitality jobs
created by this plan by defining it as serving those making between 30% and 120% of
area median Income (AMI), or approxim.ately $27,600 to $110,400 per year for a family
of four.
Most households between 25-60% AMI are part of the workforce. The section currently
limits the term "workforce housing" to those earning more than 60% of AMI, or
$55,200, but many hard-working Oaklanders earn far less than this. Those earning
Oakland's new minimum wage, for example, bring home only $25,000 per year, and
6
nearly half of the new
jobs created by the Plan .will pay less than $20 per hour.
.

.

C. Anti-Displacement Protections
The addition of section 3.13 on addressing "indirectresidential displacement" is a significant
improvement over the previous draft, and appropriately acknowledges the vulnerability of East
Oakland residents. It Is important, however, that this section not only recognize the risks but
Include policies and commitments to address those risks and Improve opportunities for the
families who already live there.
1. Rent stablllzatlon and just cause outreach and enforcement: Strengthen LU Policy 3-56
(p;78) to read: "Continue and consider expanding Expand Rent Adjustment outreach to
tenants; and enforcement of Rent Adjustment regulations regarding rent Increases and
Just Cause eviction regulations."
2; Condominium conversion Improvements: ~trengthen LU Policy 3-58 (p. 78) to Include
other possible revisl~ns to the Condominium Conversion Ordinance to ensure real
replacement units get built and tenants are protected from displacement if their
building converts, such as limiting conversion rights to new permanent rental housing
and expa'nding tenant protections to provide security of tenure and limited rent
5

increases.
3. Landlord harassment of tenants outreach and enforcement: Add a policy to section
3.13 (pp.77-79) to enforce the recently passed Tenant Protection Ordinance (TPO): ·
"Expand outreach to· tenants regarding their rights under the Tenant Protection
Ordinance and other protections, and ensure effective_ enforcement of such policies."
Attachment I to the previous draft Specific Plan (Oct. 1, 2014, p.6) included LU Policy 358 regarding advising tenants about landlord anti-harassment policies. However, this
particular policy somehow did not make It into the.final draft. With the adoption of the
TPO, it is especially critical that tenants know their rights and that the TPO is effe.ctlvely
enforced.
D. Environmental Health

While the Specific Plan contains laudable ambitions concerning design of new development, we
remain concerned that the Specific Plan falls to identify specific environmental health goals and
objectives. East Oakland residents In the areas surrounding the project already face a
disproportionate amount of air pollution and health disparities. Residents of East O.akland
experience more than twice the rate of asthma emergency department visits than Alameda
· County at large.7 As currently drafted, the Specific Plan and zoning changes are inadequate to
address the air pollution and. environmental health impacts that Increased traffic and
construction will have on existing and future East Oakland.

.

The Community Design provisions of the Specific Plan.should be amended as follows:.

1. Sustalnablllty goal: Revise the Goal under section 4.6 (p.96) to read: "Integrate
sustainable and environmentally sensitive buildings, landscapes, and Infrastructure into
Plan Area development and surrounding areas."
2. Health equity: Apply the Healthy Development Guidelines Tool and Healthy Equity
Policy Agenda to the Plan Area. These tools guide developers and the City to put health
equity at the center of their projects.
3. ·Public transit Improvements: Strengthen CD Polley 4-30 (p.96) to read: "Projects should
be designed to make best use of, and improve upon, existing infrastructure and talce full
adi,,•afltage of the site's close liAIE to work with BART and other public transit optiol'ls
providers to impro~e upon existing public transit servke both within and outside the
Plan Area."
4. Cumulative Impacts: East Oakland be~rs cumulative impacts of many environmental
stressors, due in part to "checkerboard" zoning., While this Specific Plan alone cannot
address all historic and existing cumulative impacts, specific measures should be taken
to prevent exacerbation of these impacts. We have concerns related. to environmental
health and safety that are not currently addressed in the Specific Plan:
·
a. Buffers to advance multiple goals: The Specific Plan will vastly increase traffic,
reducing local air quality and increasing noise and circulation hazards. The
6

Specific Plan section on Transportation (pp.99-119) should be amended to
. provide for installation of buffers that provide maximum protection from
pollution-generating receptors, including: Industrial uses, truck routes and
highways. Buffer's should help filter air pollutants and be visually integrated (i.e.,
tree canopies, not wall~). Such buffers shC?uld be required along vehicle routes
that are anticipated to see increased vehicle traffic, not only within the Plan
Area, but at a minimum within a mile radius of the Plan Area.
b. Indoor air quality improve'ments to both new and existing structures: We ·
support the Specific Plan Community Design provisions described above. The
increase in traffic, however, will contribute to poor existing air quality in local
building stock. The area Includes many sensitive receptors, such as schools,
senior centers and libraries. The Specific Plan's new building standards conveying
benefits such as energy ~fficiency retrofits and state of the art air filtration
should be directed at a minimum, to sensitive receptors and homes within a mile
radius of the Plan Area.
c. Transportation and freight safety: As noted above, the Specific Plan
contemplates a significant increase In area residents. In addition, the Specific
Plan anticipates attracting people from outside the project area to use
"enha·nced open space" (see Goal 5) in addition to fans coming to sporting
events. However, Section 2.2.6 (p.28) correctly observes that "[n]o hospi.tals or
major medical centers are located nearby- the dosest are in downtown Oakland
and San Leandro; .... " Moreover, although the area hosts a fire station, staffed by
eight highly qualified fire fighters, In the event of a serious accident, whether on
the Union Pacific shared rail line or on Interstate 880, these emergency healt~
services will not compensate for the lack of any nearby hospital.
Risk of explosion is not remote, unfortunately. Oakland has seen spectacular
tanker truck explosions on Interstate 880, including the "Maze Meltdown" in
2007: Fortunately, the community has not had train derailments, like the Lac
· Megantlc catastrophe in 2013, or the very recent West Virginia fiery disaster, in
which rail cars that were built to current federal specifications exploded In flame,
but the Specific Plan should anticipate and plan for these potential disasters.
The Specific Plan should be amended to address three critical public safety
elements:
·
I. Crude by rail - the Union Pacific rail lines, which are shared by Amtrak.
and run through the Coliseum area, are slated to transport crude oil by
rail. ·
iL Crude by truck - large trucks are prohibited on Interstate 580, so all
transport of oil tanker trucks bisects the project area.
Ill. Truck routes...:. once they exit Interstate sao, trucks carrying all manner of
freight travel the streets of East Oakland.
The Specific Plan should also be amended to include at least one map that
,
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overlays the most recent truck route map, and at least one map that overlays the
vehicular emergency egress routes in the event of explosion, as well as natural
events, such as extremely foreseeable earthquakes and floods. Whlle circulation
within the Plan Area is important, the safe evacuation of both local residents and
visitors to the area Is even more critical and should be specified.
Finally, Chapter 7.6.2 (p.159) provides numerous suggestions for funding sources
that could address both rail and truck safety, were the Specific Plan deliberately
to bundle the two.,

E. Transit
·The Specific Plan provides detailed plans for transportation and public transit. However, in
order to maximize outcomes for the e·nvironment and to ensure that residents and workers in
and around the Plan Area have meaningful access to their jobs, schools, shopping, and other
activities, It is critical that public transit is accessible and affordable to transit-dependent
populations, Including low-income residents, seniors, youth, and individuals with disabilities.
We strongly urge you to include the following changes to the Specific Plan to reflect these
priorities:

1. Transit access and affordabillty goals:
· a. ·Revise Core Goal 3 (p.4) to read: "Improve the area's existing investments in
transit and transportation infrastructure; ensure that transit is accessible and
affordable to transit-dependent populations, including low-income residents and
workers, seniors, youth, and Individuals with disabilitie.s; create a Transit
Oriented Development (TOD) ...."
b. Revise the Goal under section 5.1 (p.99) to read: "Provide a balanced and
complete circulation network that accommodates the internal and external
transportation needs of the Plan Area by promoting walking, biking, and
. accessible and affordable transit while continuing to serve.automobile traffic."

2. Expanded bus service: Revise TR Policy 5-44 (p.115) to read: "Collaborate with AC
Transit to improve bus service to the Plan Area and in surrounding neighborhoods by
eAAef provldJng new routes, &faltering existing routes, increasing headways, and
expanding service hours ...."

Comm~ri challenge faced by transit riders in under-served communities include long
waits at bus stops and the Inability to get to work during early or late shifts.
3. Discounted transit passes: Revise TR Policy 5-49 (p.117) to read: "Provision of a transit
subsidy to employees and residents, particularly low-income residents and workers,
seniors, youth, and Individuals with disabilities, by the project applicant ..... "
On top of Increasing housing costs, the cost of public transportation can be burdensome
for vulnerable populations, especially those who. depend on transit to access jobs and
services.
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II. Planning Code Amendments
While. the Specific Plan articulates Important goals and policies, the Planning Code provides
concrete rules ab()ut what can be built where. As a result, the Planning Code Amendments that
the Commission approves are critical determinants of how much affordable housing the Plan
Area can actually support given the allowable density, location and amount of publicly owned
land, and other regulations. The actual Code language will· also determine the environmental
protections offered to existing residents from impacts of the new project. In order to ensure
that the City has all the tools at its disposal, we strongly urge the Commission to incorporate
the following recommendations:

1. Publicly owned land for affordable housing: Provide detailed information about which
sites in the Plan Area are publicly owned and zoned for residential or mixed-use ·
development, which entity owns the land (including the Clt\f, County; and the Port), and
what efforts will be made to preserve the land for affordable housing.
2. Supportive housing by right: Allow supportive housing for people with disabilities by
right. .Currently, "service-enriched permanent housing/' or supportive housing for
people with disabilities, is allowed only as a conditional use in the portions of the Plan
Area zoned residential or mixed use (p.4). Even where permitted as of right, serviceenriched housing cannot be located closer than 300 feet frol'.Yl any other such activity
(Attachment t, p.12).
Although the same is true for the zoning throughoµt the city, Colise.um City presents an
opportunity to be more inclusive, particularly as a transit-oriented development project
intended to provide greater access to jobs, services, amenities, and transit that people
with disabilities sorely need. Not only is it the right thing to do, but both California
statutory law8 'and recent federal case law9 interpreting federal and state fair housing
and disability rights statutes prohibit this type of discrimination, even If unintentional.
3. Meaningful density bonus: Ensure that the allowable density does not preclude density
bonuses for affordable housing and other benefits.
As discussed above, Oakland's density bonus program, contained In Planning Code
Chapter 17.107 and mandated by California Government Code 65915, is not an effective
incentive for affordable housing because the allowable density In Oakland - and likely In·
the Coliseum Area Plan - exceeds what the market will permit.
The Planning Commission has a unique opportunity and important responsibility to ensure that
development In Oakland promotes opportun'tty for eve.ryorie. The Coliseum City Plan
represents a transformative moment for East Oakland with the potential to bring great
opportunity tci Oakland residents and workers. Without the right policies, however, East
Oakland residents, who are disproportionately low-Income and people of color who have
waited generations for meaningful investment In their coriim!-.lnities, will be excluded from the
benefits that Coliseum City brings. We hope you will ensure that the Specific Plan includes
these residents In a meaningful way before you vote to recommend approval to the City
1
Council.

Sincerely,
Anthony Panarese
Alliance of Californians for Community Empowerment (ACCE)

Andreas Ferreira Cluver
Building & Construction Trades Council of Alameda County
Robbie Clark
Causa Justa :: Just Cause

Nehanda lmara
Communities for a Better Environment (CBE)

Kate O'Hara
East Bay Alliance for a Sustainable Economy (EBASE)

Gloria Bruce
East Bay Housing Organizations (EBHO)

B.K. Woodson, Sr.
Faith Alliance for a Moral Economy (FAME)

Amy Fitzgerald
Oakland Community Organizations (OCO)

David Zisser
Public Advocates Inc.

Denis Solis
SEIU USWW

Wei-Ling Huber
UNITE HERE Local 2850

Nicole Lee
Urban Peace Movement
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Email: Oakland City Planning Commissioners: pattillo@pgadesign.com;
jmoore.ocpc@gmail.com; jahazielbonillaoaklandpc@gmail.com;
· mlchael@mbcarch.com; jmyres.oaklandplanningcommission@gmall.com;
nagrajplanning@gmail.com; ew.oakland@gm,ail.com
Copy: Oakland City Council: dkalb@oaklandnet.com; aguillen@oaklandnet.com;
cfarmer@oaklandnet.com; acampbell-washington@oaklandnet.com;
ngallo@oaklandnet.com; dbrooks@oaklandnet.com; lreid@oaklandnet.com;
atlarge@oaklandnet.com
Copy: Devan Reiff, City of Oakland, Department of Planning and Building - Strategic Planning
Division: dreiff@oaklandnet.com

Notes
1

Moreover, as the State has recognized, ensuring that low-income households are included In the plan and
preventing the displacement of existing residents has clear environmental. benefits, as low-income residents both
use transit the most and are most likely to give up their cars when they live near transit, thus reducing vehicle
miles traveled and greenhouse gas emissions. See Transform and California Housing Partnership Corporation,
Why Creating and Preserving Affordable Homes Near Transit Is a Highly Effective Climate Protection Strategy (May
2014), available at http:ljwww.chpc.net/dnld/AffordableTODResearch051514.pdf.
2 City of Oakland; Collseum Area Specific Plan Final Draft (Jan. 2015) (pp.36, 77). The plan will add around 10,000
new residents and between 4,000 and 5,750 new housing units.
3
City of Oakland, Draft Environ mental Impact Re.port for the Coliseum Area Specific Plan, Vol. II (Aug. 22, 2014)
(pp.4.11-6, 4.11-8).
.
.
.
4
Association bf Bay Area Governments, Regional Housing Need Plan, San Francisco Bay Area 2014-2022 (p.21),
avallabl.e at http://www.abag.ca.gov/files/ABAG Final RHNA Publicatlon.pdf; City of Oakland Housing Element
(p.223) (the City "assumed that half of the very low Income need is for extremely low income families).
s City of Oakiand Housing Element 2015-2023 (Adopted Dec. 9, 2014) (p.117), available at
.http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oakca1/groups/ceda/documents/report/oak050615.pdf.
6
City of Oakland, Coliseum Area Specific Plan Final Environmental Impact Reporr(pp.7-15, 7-16, 7-17), available at
http://www2.oaklandnet.com/oa kca 1/groups/ceda/documents/report/oa kOS 1712.pdf.
.
7
For Zip codes. 94621 & 94603, the rate of asthma emergency department (ED) visits Is 1,230per100,000
residents; the Alameda County rate is 553 per 100,000. The asthma ED visit rate for children Is 2,048 per 100,000
(0·4 year-olds) compared to the Alameda County rate of 1,301 per 100,000. Asthma Inpatient hospitalization rate
Is 339 per 100,000 residents; the county rate is 147 per 100,000. The childhood asthma hospitalization rate is 908
per 100,000; the county rate Is 477per100,000. ACPHD CAPE Unit with 2008-2010 data from California Office of
Statewide Health Planning and Deyelopment (OSHPD).
8
See California Government Code section 65583(a)(S), which Includes the following: "Transitional housing and
supportive housing shall be considered a resldential use of property, and shall be subject only to those restrictions
that apply to other residential dwelllngs of the same type in the same zone."
9
See Pacific Shores Properties, LLC v. City of Newport Beach, 730 F.3d 1142 (9th Cir. 2013) (finding substantial
evidence that an ordinance that required group homes for people recovering from alcohol and drug addiction to
undergo a permit process which consider~d, among other things, the number of similar facilities in the
neighborhood, violated the Fair Housing Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act, and the Fair Employment and
Housing Act); Bay Area Addiction Research and Treatment, Inc. v. City of Antioch, 179 F.3d at 725 (9th Cir. 1999)
(holding that an ordinance prohibiting methadone recovery clinics from operating within 500 feet.of any
residential property was discriminatory). See generally Disability Rights California, Everyone's Neighborhood:
Addressing "Not In My Backyard Opposition to Supportive Housing for People with Mental Health Disabilities"
(Sept. 2014), available at http://www.disabilityrightsca.org/pubs/CM5301.pdf.
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Devan Rieff, Ed Manasse, Scott Gregory
Planning Department
250 Frank Ogawa Plaza
Oakland, CA 94612
Dear Coliseum Plan staff and cQnsultant:
We thank you for reconfiguring the mitigations for potential demolition of the Coliseum and or Arena, following the
Landmarks Board resolutions, and as reflected in the March 4 staff report, pages 9-12. We'd like to make one small
editing request, as below. In our view, all the mitigations are tacitly "to the maximum extent feasible" in the real
world negotiations that will ensue, so there is no need to weaken and confuse the language by adding the phrase.
Otherwise, the language seems much improved and we are grateful.

MM Cultural lA-3: .... Mitigation shall be provided as financial and/or
cultural enhancement. Such contribution shall be commensurate with the cultural value of the
Coliseum. The level of contribution shall be, to the maxim.um ~cteftt feasible, based upoJ.1.
financial information to be provided by the applicant (such as pro forma information or other
comparable information), the City and upon other relevant factors determined by the City; the
·dollar amount of the financial contribution shall be based, as applicable, on mitigations from
other similar historic demolitions in the City of Oakland, after a survey is done of comparable
projects, and the amount of those mitigations is determined; the HABS mitigations as specified
in the EIR are to be completed; the City and/or developer(s) to conduct community outreach to·
capture cultural significance; under Criteria 1 and i per Preservation Bulletin 22, and
publically disseminate the results (see MM 1-4 and 1-5, above).
Again, we ·thank you for your responsiveness and care in shepherding this complicated documentation
and planning effort through its course.
Sincerely,

Alison Finlay, President

'

Naomi Schiff, Preservation Committee

Cc: Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board

446 17th
• info@oal<Iandherltaqe.orq
. Street, Suite 301,0akland, Callfornia .94612 • (510) 763-9218
.
.
Web Site; www.oaRiandheritaqe.orq
'
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Comments on the Final Environmental Impact Report and
Oakland Coliseum Arca Specific Plan.
·
Reiff~,

The Port of Oakland (Port) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the City of
Oakland's (City) Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) for the proposed 800-acre Oakland
Coliseum Area Specific Plan (Specific Plan).
Project Description and Purpose
As stated in the project description in the FEIR, the City has subdivided the Specific Plan
atea into Sub-Areas A through E: Sub-Area A will be for transit and sports mixed-use, which
includes up to 4,000 new residential units; Sub-Area B will be for waterfront mixed-use, which
includes up to 1,750 new residential units; Sub-Area C will be for manufacturing/research &
development mixed-use; Sub-Area D will be for airport and logistics related use; and Sub-A~ea E
will be for public utility and open space use ..
The purpose of the Specific Plan is to provide a vision for up to three new venues for the
City's professional sports teams, and to provide a 25-year planning document for land use policy,
regulatory requirements and ptiblic and private investment that coordinates future development.
·The Ci'ty has identified the Coli.seum Area as one of the largest under-developed, urban, transitserved opportunities in California.
CEQA: Port as Responsible Agency
The Port understands that the City will consider certifying the FEIR at an Oakland Planning
Commission meeting on March 4, 2015. The Port shares the City's interest in retaining and
attracting sports teams in Oakland and in increasing the economic vitality of the City .and the
region. The Po11 offers these comments as a property owner in the 400-acre Airport Business
Park (ABP), the owner and operator of Oakland International Airport (OAK), and as a
Responsible Agency for the Specific Plan project given the Port's land use jurisdiction authority
in the ABP.
.
530 Water Street • Jack London Square • P.O. Box 2064 • Oakland, California 94604-2064
Telephone: (510)627-1100 • Facslniile: (510)627-1826 • Web Page: www.portofoakland.com ·

Mr. Devan Reiff
FEIR Coliseum Area Specific Plan
Page2 of4
Comments on FEIR
The Port provided comments to the City on the Notice of Preparation of the Draft EIR on
August 22, 2013 and on the Draft EIR on October 17, 2014. The Port has reviewed the FEIR,
which includes the City's· responses to the Port's comments on the Draft EIR.
Our comments in this letter focus on the following areas:
• Airport Operations and Safety and
• Aircraft Noise
Aitport Operations and Safety
Comment #1. Mitigation Measure (MM) Land-7A(FEIR Page 7-13): MM Land 7-A is designed
to ensure that proposed new buildings do not create a hazard to air navigation, do not result in
modifications to flight operations at OAK, and receive a consistency detennination from the
Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC). In order tO provide consolidated comments to the City,
the Port has coordinated these comments with the ALUC staff. Please make the following
changes to MM Land-7A.
MM Land-7A: No structures that exceed§.159.3 feet above mean sea level, or otherwise

.exceed~ the applicable Part 77 surfaces of the Oakland Intemationat·Airport.Land Use
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· Comment# 2. New Mitigation Measure (MM) Land-7C (FEIR 7-13): The Port appreciates the
inclusion of Avigation Easements in new MM Land-7C and the discussion in Chapter 4.9 of the
FEIR that any discretionary approvals of futute residential and non-residential development
within the Project Area will include an avigation easement. Port staff have closely reviewed the
new MM Land-7C and recommend the following revisions:
.

.

First, a standard Port avigation easement, real estate disclosure, and grant notice are ·
·attached to this letter. Please include these with the response to the FEIR and add them as an
appendix to the FEIR.
Second, it is the view of Port staff that the avigation easement is not the appropriate
instrument by which to require sponsors of fireworks displays at Coliseum Area events to
coordinat~ the fireworks with the FAA. Note that in DEIR Comment Al3-4, the Port requested
that event sponsors coordinate fireworks and other aerial releases in advance with the FAA.
Instead, coordination with the FAA should be required as part of the standard City permitting
process for special events involving fireworks or aerial releases within the Specific Plan area.
Please remove subsection (f) and add the following separate condition:

:ln rt{klhfo1J. to .obfafr11nQ··ri%1uirec.LCHty pemtlti:i totflr~w:S)Jiksct,~~ntnys ot'~t~-ef.'ittr(i-qF .
release·s; eve!1t ·s1'.>011stws shu.IFcpciitlfoute,in advanc.e \~il'lh th¢ lt:AA to ensure .that thcr
1:!.tQ·t1osed :timing; 1relghci. it;id: matcrfo'fs ·10.1~.,ihe'.e\;,eiit .<lo. no.t :p0$'~.-a i1ai.ai!d t~~ilie--sii te

·&peh1tioii:oC:6aklri11dJ11t6iii1itfouiil:Ahiiort.'·'
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.
.
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.
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··

.
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Third, avigation easements also include a damage release and legal protections for the
Airport. 'Please add the following subsection to the: description of the Avigation Easement:

l}oliiiaAe. tl~o:Fo.fLfto1n any, dtittibges"iil1lsrt~~\.·ft;~iii::d~e:!!t11pa~ili o!l. ~f the !1!lScj!l~~:!'.•. .~~n~l
.:pt'tMiib it :·the· g1faofoi'fr:t1#1
:.bditijh1g.l'egill'> ct ai1ns jtsso,cft\tcd ·wHfo'the ;egsem:eJifaai1d:. ofr1mrt
operatfons. . .
. - ' ,. ,.. .. . . . ·.
- -,,_, ., ... - . ..
Aircraft Noise

\

Comment #3. Chapter 4.10 Noise, Recommendation Noise-9: In DEIR Coinment A13-7, the
Port requested a mitigation measure that would require any development ofresidential uses in
the Mixed Use Waterfront Residential District to conduct noise studies for four specific flight
procedures at OAK that have the potential for individual noise events that might adversely affect
future residents in the Coliseum Area Specific Plan area.
Performing the noise studies during the design process could identify structural
enhancements (e.g. specific types of noise-abatement windows and doors) that could mitigate the
potential significant individual noise impacts.
The Port appreciates the inclusion of the recommendation for these noise studies.
However, the Port requests that the noise studies be a requirement of development rather than a
·
recommendation:
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. Recommendation Jte~1Yfr1Jmi.mtNbise-9: The developer of residential uses in the Waterfront
Mixed Use District' within Sub Area B should consider shall conductffig noise studies to
determine
if overflight noise may warrant sound insulation and other design measures for new
.'.
homes in Sub-Area B to reduce outdoor aircraft noise levehutss<:fa'llited\vith:tfa.'!:;fb'tkrwfog ffi'g!.ii
.gatter~1s. :;
.. · · · - · · '· · · ·· ..,__ · q. "' •-r''· ·
•~

Oo,~·hWfod

arrivals to Ndtth Field

RtiliW~iys'28

L/R

• . Vlsual ·rilghi Rtiles· depai;tures .trom N?rth ~'i_eld l!-11nways 28 LI!~,
1
• ·()AK
ed-I ours; (:Ill: (lQ ·P .m; t0 ~6:.QQ
a.m.) ~saJ:i1d :'Qitc;'
.. .. ..dt.mat;t;tWes
. .... .... ..dtitri11,g'. Nt>.nfr.Eiel<fr~1.ri
.. .........

• "Paifo1ii work'''( tt~h1ihg ·flJ;gl~fs,,,.petfottl1ed :on .Rmi1Na)'S;·28.Ji:~m(~-tii~wJ~y 3J;
Conclusion
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on the FEIR. The Port greatly.appreciates
the collaboration with the City throughout the plaruring and CEQA process for the project. The
· Port looks forward to the implementation of the vision that supports sports venues, improves the
economic vibrancy in the area, avoids negative impacts at Oakland International Airport, and
generates demand for passenger
cargo traffic at Oakland International Airport. If you have
any questions, please contact Diane Heinze, Environmental Assessment Supervisor at 510-6271759 or dheinze@portoakland.com or me adl6~6'.iihll.82
tWTSillR:n±¥@1~.01'tt:>aklmul';c.om.
.
. .. . .
. .......-·.. ,,_. .. . ,..... ··. ..
.... ..

and

··~

.

.

'"

. ..

.".:

;·

Sincerely, .

Encl: Oakland International Airport Overflight Avigation Easement, Deed Notice, and Real Estaie Disclosure
Documents
Cc:

Deborah Ale Flint, Port of'Oakland, Director of Aviation
Sean Charpentier, Port of Oak.land, PM, Aviation P.lanning and Development
Pamela Kershaw, Port of Oak.land, Director of Commercial Real Estate
Diane Heinze, Port of Oakland, Environmental Assessment Supervisor
Colleen Liang, Port of Oakland, Port Associate Environmental Scientist
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San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board

Sent via electronic mail: No hard copy to follow
March 3, 2015
CIWQS Place ID No. 809687
· City of Oakland
Strategic Planning Division
. 250 Frailk H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315
Oakland CA 946.12
Attn.: Devan Reiff (dreiff@oaklandnet.com) ·
Subject: The Coliseum Area Specific Plan, City of Oakland, Alameda County, Final
Environmental Impact Report

Dear Mr. Reiff:
San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (Water Board) staff has reviewed the
Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) for the Coliseum Area Specific Plan. We are
concerned that the proposed Specific Plan contains elements that will face significant permitting
challenges at the Water Board. We are writing to urge the City to revise two elements in the
Specific Plan's preferred alternative, as follows:

•

•

We ur&e the City to propose to retain or enhance Elmhurst Creek as an amenity for the
Plan area, consistent with the City's excellent creek restoration projects elsewhere, such
as the nearby Lipn Creek restoration project and the work around Lake Merritt.
Currently, the preferred alternative would fill 1,500 linear feet of Elmhurst Creek, putting ·
the creek into an underground culvert.. In at least the past decade, the Water Board has not
pemtltted the culverting of 1,500 feet of a perennial creek. It is unlikely that the Water
Board would approve such a proposal.

• The Specific Plan should recognize the Edgewater Seasonal Wetland and immediately
adjacent area as open space. This successful wetland mitigation project provides
important waterfowl breeding habitat in a part of the Bay where the vast majority of that ·
type of habitat has been remoyed. Additionally, we wo~ld support maintaining the
existing adjacent industrial land uses rather than changing them to residential. Residential
use is likely to significantly increase harassment and predation of wildlife by domestic
pets, including dogs and cats, thus diminishing the functions and values of this key
resource. At present, the preferred alternative proposes filling the Edgewater Seasonal
Wetland and changing the nearby zoning to residential. Further, we not~ that this wetland
was a mitigation· requirement for wetland fill at Oakland International Airport and is
required to be preserved in perpetuity. As such, proposals to fill it are not likely to be
approved by the Water Board and other State and federal permitting agencies.
DR. Tr,Hnv F. YouNci, CHll•R ·1 BAUCE H. WoLFE, execuTlvs OFPtcen
-----·---·-·---···--·-""""-----·-··-----···-·-·-·.. ----------··----··---·----·---~·--~---------···--·--------------·--·---.-1516 Clny St., Suite 1400, Onklond, CA 04612 I www.wotorboardo.oo.gov/ennlrancleoobny
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We have previously provided this information in meetings with the development team behind the
current proposal, in an October 6, 2014, comment letter on the Specific Plan's Draft
Environmental Impact Report, in testimony at the recent Planning Commission meeting, and in a
recent meeting with you. Additionally, the attachment provides a more-detailed discussion·ofthe
above points.
In recent decades, the City of Oakland has made great strides in environmental stewardship,
including the adoption of its creek ordinance and implementation of significant measures to
improve habitat and. water quality in the Lake Merritt watershed. The proposed culverting of
1,500 linear feet of Elmhurst Creek and filling of the Edgewater Seasonal Wetland represents a
significant step backward from that progress. We encourage the City to not take that step.
Please contact Brian Wines of my staff at (510) 622-5680 or brian.wines@waterbo·ards.ca.gov if
you have any questions.
Sincerely,.
Dlgltally signed by Bruce H. Wolfe
ON: cn=Bruce H. Wolfe, o=SWRCB,
ou=Re!)lon 2,
.
· emalf,,,bwolfe@waterboards.ca.gov
,c,,,US
Date: 2015.o3.03 18;20:25 -08'00'

Bruce H. Wolfe
Executive Officer
Attachment
cc:

State Clearinghouse (state.clearinghouse@opr.ca.gov)

../
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Attachment
Detailed Discussion of Recommended Changes to Specific Plan's Preferred Alternative

The Coliseum Area Specific Plan FEIR includes the City of Oakland's (City's) responses to the
Water Board's October 6, 2014, comment letter on Draft Environmental Impact Report for the
Coliseum Area Specific Plan, City of Oakland, Alameda County (DEIR). The DEIR assessed
potential impacts associated with implementing the Coliseum Area Specific Plan (Plan). The
Plan will be a 25-year planning document that would guide redevelopment of the Oakland
Coliseum complex, the area around the Coliseum BART station, and the adjacent lands
stretching toward the Oakland International Airport, located between San Leandro Bay and
Hegenberger Road. The Plan provides a comprehensive vision for the Plan area with goals,
policies, and development regulations. This development vision will require coordination with
the Port of Oakland, the Bay Conservation and Development Commission, and the Federal
Aviation Administration, among other outside agencies.
The Plan calls for up to three new sports venues (a new football stadium, baseball park,
basketball arena and multi-purpose events center), an intermodal transit hub adjacent to the
current Coliseum BART station, an elevated pedestrian concourse that runs from the BART
station to the sports-related entertainment district (with retail, restaurants, and hotels) and mixed~
use residential rn;:ighborhood, and a residential transit-oriented development to the east of San
Leandro Road. The remainder of the Plan area (the "Plan Buildout Area") is envisioned to1be
developed over the longer term and could include a residential mixed-use district; a science and
technology district; a possible new bay inlet along the waterfront; and a potential transit link
from the Coliseum BART station.·
Based on our review of the responses to Water Board comments in the FEIR, Water Board staff
are concerned that the City has not fully understood the significance of some of the Water
Board's comments on the DEIR.
·
Comment 1 on the FEIR

·In the Water Board comment that the City has labelled A6-3, the Water Board pointed out that
the proposed use of marsh creation as mitigation for the fill of 1,500 linear feet of Elmhurst
Creek would not be acceptable to the Water Board.
Even ifthe Corps and the Water Board were to issue permits for the proposed culverting of
Elmhurst Creek, the DEIR does not propose adequate mitigation for such a large culverting
project. As mitigation. for the placement of 1,500 linear feet of a creek channel into a
culvert, the DEIR propo~es to create 2.4 acres of 'marsh wetlands,· to the north of Damon
Slough. As Water Board staff explained in prior discussions of the proposed Project with
City of Oakland staff, mitigation for impacts to waters of the State should be "in-kind"
mitigation. In other words, fill of freshwater wetlands should be mitigated by the creation
or restoration offreshwater wetlands and fill of creek channels should be mitigated by the
creation or restoration of a creek channel. The mitigation proposal in the DEIR proposes
to mitigate for the loss of a creek channel.on a per acre basis; 2.4 acr~s of tidal wetlands
are proposed for the loss of 1.2 acres of creek channel. In-kind mitigation for the loss of a
creek channel requires the creation of a minimum of 1,500 linear feet of new creek
channel. However, due to the significant uncertainties associated with the creation. of a

r·
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new creek channel, the actual linear feet of mitigation is likely to be significantly greater
than 1,500 linear feet.
·
The preferred alternative proposes to culvert 1,500 linear feet of Elmhurst Creek that
currently consists of a vegetated earthen channel. In.addition to providing aquatic habitat,
Elmhurst Creek provides treatment of contaminants· associated with urban runoff via
filtering of runoff in the channel's vegetation and through biological processes that occur
in both shallow water and the root zone of the earthen channel banks. Any proposed ·
mitigation for culverting the creek should compensate for lost stream channel habitat and
the lost treatment capabilities of the creek channel. In the unlikely situation that culverting
of the channel were accepted by the agencies, appropriate mitigatfon would probably be
expensive and require a minimum of 10 to 20 years ofpost-~reation maintenance and
monitoring.
The City's response to Comment A6-3 does not acknowledge t4e text quoted above from the
Water Board's October 6, 2014, letter. Rather than addressing the Water Board's clear concerns,
the City's response reiterates the intention to provide mitigation in the form of tidal wetlands
along Damon Slough. Despite the Water Board's explanation that the proposed mitigation
consists of out-of-kind mitigation, the City's response makes the scientifically-unsound assertion
that the use of a marsh to provide mitigation for the fill of a creek represents in-kind mitigation.
This assertion is not true, and the City has not addressed the Water Board's concerns by making
such an inaccurate assertion.
The City's response also recounts the many impairments that past development within the
Elmhurst Creek watershed has inflicted oil the creek channel. This history is well known to the
Water Board and was included in the DEIR. Therefore, it should be clear to the City that past
impairments to Elinhurst Creek are not relevant to the Water Board's. permitting process with
respect to either allowing.the fill of the creek channel or the anwunt and type of mitigation that
the Water Board would require in the extremely unlikely 'event that the Water Board were to
·allow the culverting of'l,500 linear feet of creek channel.
If the Water Board were to require less mitigation for creek systems that had been previously
impacted by development, we would be unintentionally.rewarding poor stewardship of these
creeks. Wlien we assess impacts to creeks, or other jurisdictional waters, we·assess both the
current condition of the creek . and the potential for creek restoration and enhancement that would
be foreclosed ifthe creek were allowed to be culverted. Creeks are one of the most difficult
types Of jurisdictional waters replicate in a mitigation project. Self-sustaining creeks require a
unique combination of hydrology and topography. Attempts to create creeks are usuaUy
unsuccessful. Therefore, it is important to retain the creeks that currently exist and to restore and
enhance them to maximize both their habitat value and water treatment services.· As the Water
Board noted in the October 6, 2014, letter, chemic~! and biological processes in creek channels.
help to reduce pollutant loads in the creeks before they discharge to San Francisco Bay.

to

We would also like to point out that, in at least the last decade, the Water Board has not
permitted the fi.ll of 1,500 linear feet of a perennial creek channel. In those cases in which the
· Water Boarcl has permitted the culverting of significantly shorter lengths of creek channels, we
have not accepted mitigation that consisted entirely of out-of-kind wetland creation. The
mitigation proposal for Elmhurst Creek in the FEIR remains unacceptable. Therefore, the FEIR

City of Oakland
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has failed to demonstrate that the proposed impacts to Elmhurst Creek can be mitigatedto less
than significant levels, and this aspect of the FEIR remains inadequate.
Comment 2 on the FEIR
While we are encouraged that the City appears to be aware that the fill of the Edgewater
Seasonal Wetland mitigation site is not likely to be approved by the resource agencies or the
current land owner, we are concerned that the City continues to make the unfounded assertion
that a 2: 1 mitigation ratio would be adequate if the mitigation wetland were to be filled.
It is extremely rare for the Water Board tci authorize the fill of, or any other impacts to, a
mitigation site. When a mitigation site is preserved in perpetuity, it is our clear expectation that
the mitigation site will not be impacted by a future project. In addition, the Edgewater Seasonal
Wetland is one of the most successful wetland mitigation sites in the San Francisco Bay Region,
which makes it even less likely that the Water Board would allow.it to be filled .
.· If the Water Board were to allow the fill of the nlitigation wetland, the mitigation ratio would
have to be much greater than 2: 1. Based on past permits issued by the Water Board, a~: 1 ratio·

might be a sufficient amount of mitigation to account for temporal losses and wetland creation
uncertainty, if the mitigation site were in close proximity to the impacted wetland and the
impacted wetland were not a mitigation site that was required to be preserved in perpetuity.
Since the Edgewater Seasonal Wetland is a mitigation site that is preserved under a conservation
easement, the Water Board would not accept a mitigation ratio as low as 2: 1.
As we noted in the October 6, 2014, comment letter, for planning purposes, the City should
assume that fill of the 8 acres of wetlands at the Edgewater Seasonal Wetland would require
between 40 and 80 acres of mitigation wetlands in the immediate vidnity of the filled wetlands,
which would have to be fully functional as habitat before the Edgewater Seasonal Wetland could
be filled. The FEIR does not identify available land for mitigation'wetland creation on this scale.
Therefore, the FEIR fails to demonstrate that impacts to the Edgewater Seasonal Wetland can be
.reduced to a less than significant level.
Finally, we.encourage the City to either maintain the industrial zoning adjacent to the Edgewater·
Season!il Wetland or zone those properties as open space, rather than zoning the adjacent
properties for residential development. The Edgewater Seasonal Wetland provides habitat for
waterfowl breeding. Residential development increases predation pressure on bird breeding sites
by introducing two types of predators to· a neighborhood: domestic pets and scavengers.
Domestic pets, such as dogs and cats, are successful predators of birds, and young birds are
especially vulnerable to predation by pets. The domestic waste associated with residences (e.g.,
trash cans and dumpsters) attract scavenging animals, such as raccoons and crows. These
· scavengers also prey on eggs and chick~.

SIERRA
CLUB

FOUNDED 1892

San Francisco Bay Chapter
, Serving Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin and San Francisco Counties.

March 3, 2015
City of Oakland
· City Planning Commission
250 Frank Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315
Oakland, CA 94612
·
Re: Recommendations for the Final Draft Coliseum Area Specific Plan and FEIR
Dear Chairwoman Patillo and Commissioners,
· The San Francisco Bay Chapter of the Sierra Club appreciates the opportunity to
comment on the Coliseum Specific Plan and associated FEIR.
·: ·

1. Comments on the FEIR

We greatly appreciate the City's response to our concerns regarding the
proposed development of the Edgewater Seasonal Wetland. The removal of this
part of the project from the FEI R is appropriate and recognizes the ecological
·importance of this water body, as well as respecting a mitigation obligation th~t
was ·made "in perpetuity".
·We are also appreciative of the language found in Section L4 of Attachment B of .
the staff report that states that the project is not considered. permitted until,
·"3. That the design of the development accounts for the projected rise in sea
levels and the potential for inundation by the Bay and .other flood waters."
Whether or not this was In response to our stated concerns that the proposed
project did not adequately provide for sea level rise, we are appreciative that
there will now be a process required to address this issue before development
permits are issued. We ask that we be notified and allowed to take part in the
discussion on what it means to "account for projected rise in sea levels".
We suggest the following revision to L.3.:
"3. That the design ·of the development accounts for the projected ri$e in sea
levels and the potential for inundation by the Bay and other flood waters:C in a
manner that protects both human infrastructure as well as the natural aquatic
resources of San Leandro Bay".
Why?

. I

Tidal marshes form the basis of the aquatic food chain. An acre. of tidal marsh
vegetation produces as much oxygen as an acre of tropical forest. An acre of
tidal marsh vegetation produces as much biomass as an acre of wheat. Marsh
vegetation when it degrades provides food for invertebrates, which in turn are
food for fish, and they are In turn food for birds and all are food for humans.
San Leandro Bay is one of the Central Bay's richest aquatic areas in biodiversity
and abundance. The historic presence of thousands of acres of tidal marsh has
left San Leandro Bay a water body with a rich substrate that supports a wide
variety of life from shell fish to fish to birds.
Arrowhead Marsh supports one of the largest concentrations of the federally and
state listed as endangered bird, the California clapper rail (now c.alled the
Ridgway's rail). The mudflats of San Leandro Bay support tens of thousands of
shorebirds. In fact, when San Francisco Bay was officially identified as tl)e most
important migratory stopover for shorebirds on the west coast the dedication
ceremony was held at the Martin Luther King Regional Shoreline Park. Tens of
thousands of waterfowl also depend on San Leandro Bay during their yearly
migrations. Large populations of fish species Inhabit San Leandro Bay. ·
Tidal marshes help control flooding. Marsh vegetation acts as a drag on wave
energy and thus reduces wave heights and wave energy. This lowers the height
. of storm surges and thus helps prevent flooding. By reduCing wave energy marsh
vegetation helps to preserve shorelines from erosion. Every year'there is greater
recognition that tidal marshes can play an essential role in addressing sea level
rise; Billions of dollars are being spent on the Louisiana shoreline restoring
.wetlands in order to avoid another Katrina.
Recent advances in tidal marsh restoration have identified a new natural
mechanism to address s·ea level rise. This consists of creating a very gradual
slope of bay mud on the bay side of a levee. This is called a "horizontal levee".
This slow increase in elevation allows for the creation of tidal marshes on the
·outboard ·side of a levee and this in turn allows the tidal marshes to prevent the
overtopping ·of the levees in storm events and also prolongs the life of levees by
reducing wave energy.
We believe that a horizontal levee should be considered for the shoreline
between Elmhurst Creek and Damon Slough when design.s are created to
address sea level rise. This will help preserve the rich aqu~tic values of the
present San Leandro Bay into the future. And it will also provide wonderful
recreational opportunities.
In addition, we would like to suggest the following changes in L.5.:.
"5. That measures that minimize adverse impacts to the surrounding aotivlties
communities have been incorporated into the project."
\.

2. Comments on the Specific Plan and Proposed Planning Code
Amendments

The Sierra Club advocates for smart development that minimizes impacts on the
existing community and limits greenhouse gas emissions. We support the
recommendations to the Planning Commission detailed in -the March 2nd, 2015
coalition letter from Communities for a Better Environment et al. These
recommendations include adding new policies to, as well as strengthen, existing
policies in the Specific Plan. It also suggests revisions to the proposed .Planning
Code amendments related to economic and community benefits, affordable and
family housing, anti-displacement protections, environmental health, and transit
(encouraging transit that is accessible and affordable).
·
Thank you very much for your consideration of our comments,

Arthur Feinstein
Conservation Committee Chair
Sierra Club San Francisco Bay Chapter
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Re: Comments on the Final Coliseu.m Area Specific Plan
Dear Oakland Planning Commission Chairperson Pattillo and Commissioners,
Thank you for seeking 'rransForm's input on the Coliseum Area Specific Plan. We have
appreciated the City of Oakland and this commission welcoming us to participate and comment on
the plan since before formal planning e.fforts were underway;
TransForm is a nonprofit organization that promotes walkable communities with excellent
transportation choiCes that offer housing to people of all incomes and addresses the climate crisis.
With ·diverse pa.rtners, we engage communities in planning, run innovative programs and win policy
change at the local, regional and state levels.
This letter will highlight equity and sustainability based transportation and circulation related
policies that TransForm and community stakeholders have been calling for and are already
included, should be modified or still need to be added within the plan.

Policies we feel need to be amended or eliminated:
TR Policy 5-34 (p. 112)
Replace: uconslder excluding..." with UExclude... "
Requiring less parking for new units in the planning area allows for the best use of space within a
transit-rich environment. Most East Oakland residents will simply have less of a need for a
privately-owned car in the transit-rich area with progressive Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) strategies (see link below). Lowering parking requirements will also make projects more
financially feasible by reducing construction costs and allowing for more on-site space for housing
(thereby also increasing the revenues of a project) which would be especially important for
residents who live in. "below-market-rate" or "affordable housing", whom studies show higher

436 :1.4TH STREET, SUITE 600, OAKLAND, CA 94612 IT: 510.740.3150

I WWW.TRANSFORMCA.ORG

transit use, in comparison to residents of luxury or even market-rate housing.11n addition to the
financial benefits of lowering parking ratios, Transform feels that from a publi~.health perspective,
excluding parking minimum requirements will encourage a healthier community by residents using
transit and bicycles.
To demonstrate a true commitment to address community stakeholders' cot')cerns with the effect
this plan will have on rising rents in the community, we strongly encourage you to replace the term
"Consider excluding... " with "Exc/ude... parking minimum requirements ... " in the plan. Excluding (as
opposed to simply "Consider excluding") the parking minimum would still allow developers to build
parking as they feel is necessary, but It will not compel the developer to build parking on account of
a City required minimum.
TR Policy 5-49, eth sub .bullet or dash H (p. 117)
Replace: "Direct on-Site sales of transit passes purchased. and sold at a bulk group rate (through
programs such as AC Transit Easy PasS or a simil£.ir program through anothedranslt agency)" with
"Provide free transit pas$e8 (purchased In bulk at a·. discounted rate by the developer as a TOM
strategy) In conjunction with development cost savings from eliminating parking requirements." By
eliminating parking requirements the developer can use development cost savings for the
purchase of transit passes (purchased in bulk at discounted rates} to be offered fo residents. In
this transit rich area where options such as BART and AC Transit are available, TransForm feels that
transit passes that could come with apartments in-lieu of parking spaces will incentivize residents
to use these transit options as an avenue for transportation and as an alternative to vehicle
ownership.
TR Polley 5-38: Replace: "Encouragen with "Requiren Unbundled Parking
TR Policy 5-38 (p. 113) states, "Encourage residential developments to unbundle the cost of
parking from the cost of housing, for example, by reserving parking spaces for sale or lease
separately from the cost of housing." With the area's transit options and in conjunction with the
new, world-class East Bay Bus Rapid Transit (BRT} project on the horizon (winter, 2017). in the
surrounding area (International Blvd.), we support the plan's direction to unbundle parking in new
housing units and to allow any newly constructed parking spaces to be leased separate from the
cost of rent for housing. In this way, those who do not need parking can have lower housing costs,
freeing up income for other wants and needs. Requiring the cost of parking to be separate can
make rents more affordable for those looking to save money or who have no need for a private
parking space.
·Without stricter language in this plan, a future development project manager would be less
inclined to go through the process of leasing out parking spaces separate from new housing units,
and would likely take the easier route of simply including the price of parking within the cost of
1 See "Why Creating and Preserving Affordable Homes NearTranslt Is a Highly Effective Climate Protection Strategy" by.TransForm
and the Callfomla Housing Partnership Corporation. ·

rents. Of course, on-site tenants should be given the first right of refusal of unbundled parking
spaces. Requiring the unbundling of parking would also allow for the most efficient use of future
parking spaces (allowing the space to be available to truly auto-dependent users) and not simply
as storage space for a rarely used car in a transit-oriented community where space is highly
competitive.
With the proposed amendments above, and once a development impact fee policy (that the City is
working on) is developed, the Coliseum Area Specific Plan will provide a vision that will lead to a
safer, more walkable, transit and bike friendly comm.unity that will dramatically improve the
quality of life for current and future residents, workers, and visitors in the planning area, all while
reducingvehlcle miles traveled.
· TR Polley 5-49, 11th sub bullet or H (p. 118) Insert the word "lncluden at the beginning of the
sentence "Free designated parking spaces for on-site car-sharing programs (such as City Car
Share, Zip Car, etc.) and/or car-share membership for employees or tenants. n For access to cars
. when transit Is not appropriate, too inconvenient or impossible; the developer should locate car
share pods on or near any new housing that resident$ would be able to access when needed.
In conclusion, with the adoption of this plan and a future Impact fee mechanism, we will look·
forward to joining other community stakeholders who
be eager to continu~ working with the city
to implement this vision, and to create a safer, healthier, more llvable East Oakland Area where
current and future residents,.workers and visitors can live, work, play, and enjoy all the benefits of
a thriving community so close to so much transit.

wil

· Again, thank you for Inviting our comments and for considering our policy recommendations.

With gratitude,

(

Geoffrey Johnson
Community Planner

CC:
Mayor Libby Schaaf
Oakland City Council members
Oakland City Planning Staff
BART Directors Rayburn and Saltzman ~nd relevant Planning Staff
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March 11, 2015

[Via Electronic Mail]
Devan Reiff, AICP
City of Oakland
Department of Planning and Building_:_Strategic Planning Division
250 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, Suite 3315
Oakland, CA 94612
dreiff@oaklandnet.com ·.
Re:

CBE Comments on Coliseum Area Specific Plan Draft Environmental Impact Report
(State Clearinghouse #2013042066, City Case #ER13-0004)

Dear Mr. Reiff:
On behalf of Communities for a Better Environment (CBE), and· its members who reside
in the areas directly neighboring the Coliseum Area Specific Plan (Plan) in East Oakland, we
submit the following brief comments on the Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) for the
Plan.
As set forth briefly below, and in further detail iri past correspondence including our
comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the Plan, as well as our
recommendations regarding the Specific Plan and Zoning and Land Use changes themselves, and
all other correspondence and public comments submitted before the Planning Commission, we
respectfully request that the Planning Commission reject the FEIR and require a revised and repirculated report with an improved significant impacts discussion and analyses, and improved
,mitigation.
·
As described in the Final Specific Plan document, the Plan proposes to re-zone and redevelop approximately 800 acres of East Oakland to accommodate three sports venues and
significantly intensify residential, commercial, and business uses. The Plan aims t<? bring
thousands. of new homes and tens of thousands of new jobs to the Coliseum Arl';la - creating
significant and widespread environmental and socio-economic and socio-cultural impacts. As
explained.in detail in comments to the DEIR, it is imperative that an adequate environmental
review document carefully consider and mitigate these impacts on the surrounding communities.
Yet, the FEIR for the plan fails to do so.
1
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·Specifically, the FEIR fails to cure the following four areas of deficiencies previously.
identified. ·
1. Like the DEIR, the FEIR fails to provide and apply a stable, accurate; detailed project
description to enable meaningful analysis, review and mitigation of the full range of
significant environmental impacts that will result from the City's implementation of
the Plan, and its related zoning and land use changes;
2. Also like the DEIR, the FEIR applies the same, inappropriately constricted study
area, causing the document to omit key analyses regarding the impacts to surrounding
·
residential neighborhoods and communities;
3. The FEIR further f~ils to evaluate the range of direct, indirect and cumulative impacts
that the Plan will have not only within the designated Plan area, but in the areas
surrounding the Plan's boundaries, and such deficiencies are not cured by the City's
responses to comments; and
4. In large part for the reasons stated above, the FEIR fails to provide adequate
mitigation measures to address th~ ntimerous significant impacts that will result from
the Plan's implementation, including those identified iri the FEIR as drafted, and
those that remain omitted from the DEIR and FEIR document analyses.
For these reasons alone, the FEIR still fails as an infonnational document, and fails to
meet CEQA' s substantive tequirement that the significant environmental impacts of a project be
adequately identified, analyzed and mitigated where feasible. 1 Moreover, the FEIR and CEQA
review process for the Plan suffers from serious procedural deficiencies, which resulted in an
inadequate notice and public comment period for a project of such magnitude and long lasting
impact. Oakland residents deserve more time than what the City appears to be providing, to
comment on the FEIR and other Project docutnynts.
At its March 4, 2015 meeting, the Planning Commission appropriately postponed its vote
to approve or disapprove the FEIR document, and should now take action to address these
deficiencies. Accordingly, we request that City Staff, including the City's Planning Staff be
directed to do the following:
I.

Provide Oakland residents and community members with more time to
comment on the significant impacts of the plan.

As noted in comments to the DEIR, and additional correspondence as well as comments
made to City Planning Staff, the DEIR suffered from deficiencies based on the fact that it was
1

See, e.g., Pub.Res.Code §21081 prohibiting a public agency from appr<lving a project for which an BIR identifies
one or more significant effects unless such. effects are adequately mitigated, or unless the agency finds that there are
"specific economic, legal, social, technological or other considerations" rendering necessary mitigation measures
infeasible.
2
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released and published for comment and review, without release on the zoning language and land
use changes involved in the Plan. This flaw not only caused an inadequate and incomplete
DEIR, but also tainted the FEIR's analysis and,review, as the FEIR. borrowed most if not all of
its points of impact and relative significance from the DEIR document. This category of errors
has not been cured by the FEIR' s incorporated responses to comments.

II.

Require re-drafting and re-circulation of the FEIR to improve the
document's impacts and mitigation analyses for the Plan's direct, indirect
and cumulative impacts.
·

Notably, as described by numerous residents from the area, who have testified before the
Planning Commission, and as documented by the Alameda County Department of Public Health,
in comments to the Plan, and otherwise, East Oakland bears a disproportionally high burden of
impacts from industrial development, air pollution, and toxic exposures.2 East Oakland residents
. experience asthma hospitalization rates that are more than double the rates of Alameda County a~
a whole. A number of monitoring sttidies have shown extremely high .levels of PM2.5 in East
Oakland that exceed both state and federal standards, and East Oakland is home to some'ofthe
. County's highest concentration of polluting sources, operating along what is referred to as "the
Hegenberger Corridor," and impacting community residents along the same area.
The health outcomes for residents ·Of the neighborhoods surrounding the Coliseum
Specific Plan area, is, consequently, threatened not only by the direct and indirect impacts from
the Plan's land use and. zoning changes, as well as the demolition and construction activities to
implement those changes, but they are also particularly vulnerable to suffering increased health
impacts from such activities, as a result of the existing cumulative burden from diesel truck
traffic, heavy industrial and manufacturing activities that continue to be permitted in their
neighborhoods. Despite these existing burdens, and the FEIR's identification of a number of
"significant and unavoidable" traffic, construction and demolition impacts on the surrounding
area, however, the FEIR fails to provide adequate mitigation measures to address the increased
concentration of these impacts, in light of the physical changes involved in the Specific Plan.
In order to approve an EIR with significant and, unavoidable impacts, the lead agency
must make a statement of overriding considerations e~plaining why the. benefits of the project
would outweigh the significant environment impacts. 3 This statement must be supported by
substantial ev~dence in the record. 4 While the FEIR for the Plan identifies number of.impacts
. that it has found to be significant and unavoidable, the Planning Commission. must make a
finding that the benefits of the Plan, as described, proposed and ap~roved outweigh those

a

/

2
See Comment Letter submitted by Human Impact Partners and East Oakland Building Healthy Communities,
submitted Oct. 17, 2014 on this DEIR. 2 Communities for a Better Environment, East Oakland Particulate Matter
2.5 Community-Based Air Monitoring Research Report (Sept. 2010), available at http://www.cbecal.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/01 /East -Oakland-PMMonitorilig- Report-FIN AL-201 O.pdf.

3

CEQA Guidelines§§ 15092, 15093.

4

Id. § 15093(b).
3
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impacts. 5
Because the FEIR fails include a detailed statement of over-riding c.onsideration and
.because the Planning Commission has not drafted or rel~ased such a statement for public review,
the FEIR should be rejected, and should be re-drafted and re-circulated to require such a
statement before approval for the document can be made.

III.

Require re-drafting and re-circulation of the FEIR to .improve the
document's impacts identification of necessary and feasible mitigation
measures.

Finally, for the same reason as described above, the Planning Commission should reject
the FEIR for its failure to state adequate mitigation measures to address the Plan's known,
. significant impacts. Some ideas for potential mitigation have been submitted separately, and
include, inter alia, directing City Staff to re-visiting the existing zoning classifications in the
neighborl).oods directly surrounding the Plan area.
Sincerely,

Is
Yana Garcia

Shana Lazerow
Communities for a Better Environment

4
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Dear Ms. Patillo, Chair of the Oakland Planning Commission,
I write to you in regard to issues involving what is currently called "Coliseum City. 11 I
am a professor, a resident of East Oakland, and a member of the OaklandWORKS
Alliance, a coalition of eight Oakland organizations. I am writing as an individual,
but I believe my comments do, in the main, reflect the views·of the Alliance. · I
understand that you may consider some of these issues outside the authority of the
Planning Commission. However, we need to plan holistically in Oakland,
particularly with an eye to resisting the displa'cement of the African-American
population. And we need to do this before it is too late, with San Francisco and
·
·
Berkeley as cautionary tales.

1. On the East side of 880 the building of a new stadium could be a good idea

with the following provisions:
a. African-American workers make up 28% of Oakland residents and 5% of
the hours worked on city-funded construction jobs. This means that
African-Americans are underrepresented more than five-fold in cityfunded employment!!! Any project on which this injustice is not rectified
should not be built.
. !
·
.
·
. b. Residents of East Oakland should be involved at every step of every
decision-making process. This has not occurred thus far. There was no
community participation until the Specific Plan was completely
developed, and then city staff provided "information" sessions for people
to ask questions. This is contrary to everything we espouse about.
participatory planning in Oakland, and extensive community benefits are
·
needed in the area.
c. Any residential development in the area should be affordable by those
earning the median income of Oakland residents. Our land and city
services should not be used to build housing for people who do not live,
here.
d. Increased revenues resulting from the development should be used in
East Oakland and a participatory budgeting process should plan for these
uses.
e.. Both the consultant firms and the city s~aff working on this project are
. unrepresentative. of Oakland's population, which is 75% people of color.
No disrespect is intended to current members of the city staff; many have
been very respohsive to requests for information. However, city dollars,
both for staff and consultants, should go to people who represent the
diversity of the city.

/,
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2. T.he area East of Highway 880 should not be rezoned at this time. It houses
approximately 150 businesses and employs 8065 workers, according to
statistics provided by Oakland's economic development department. These
businesses could be disrupted by: a) I.ncreased land prices created by the
possibility· of residential uses; b) Restricting business acti,Vities which are
allowed by the current zoning.
3. Residential building should not be allowed west of the 880:
a. Oakland has an industrial land use policy which does not allow rezoning
to residential{passed March 5, 2008) ·
b. Virtually no one who currently lives in Oakland would be able to afford
the housing as itiis planned.
c. .The waterfront areas of Oakland should be publicly designed and
comfortable for use by all residents.
d. Businesses that currently exist in the business park and others could use
this area to expand. These businesses include RevolutiOn Foods, medical
technology firms and other clean, green businesses with middle-class
wages. Other businesses, such as the Produce Market, might find a home
there. Expansion of such businesses in the waterfront area could be
accomplished in such a way, through the design review process, that the
waterfront "feels" public and is comfortable for resident use.
I

,_}

4. The Business Park has been neglected. A group of the business leaders and
residents should be convened by the city to plan for its support and
improvement.
Thank you for your work and for your consideration of these points.
Sincerely,
Kitty Kelly Epstein, PhD
Recipient of the Scholar-Activist Award from the Urban Affairs Association
.
. Host of Education Today on KPFA Radio
Author of "Organizing to Change a City (2012) Peter Lang Publishers.
510-207-2833
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Dear C91nmissioners and ~taff,
We encourage you to support the cultural resources mitigation measures as they appear in the March 11, 2015 staff
report.
Once again, we thank the staff and commission for reconfiguring these mitigations for potential demolition of the
Coliseum and or Arena, as reflected in today's report. We are grateful for the attention to the wording of the
mitigations, and look forwa'rd to working with you as subsequent projects become better defined, the environmental
and planning documents are prepared, and the mitigations executed should they beco~e relevant, with regard to any
demolition,
We again thank you for your responsiveness and care in shepherding this complicated documentation and
planning effort through its course.

Sincerely,

Alison Finlay, President

Naomi 'Schiff, Preservation Committee.

Cc: Planning Commissioners.• Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board

446 17th Street,.Sulte 301,0aRland, California 94612 • (510) 763-9218 • info@oaRlandherltaqe.orq
<
Web Site: W'WW.oaRlandherltaqe.orq

2950 PEllALTA OAKS COURT P.O. BOX 5381.

OAKLAND CALIFORNIA 94605-0381

T: 1-888-EBPARKS

F: 510-569-4319 TRS RELAY: 711 WWW.EBPARKS.ORG
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Sent via email to dreiff@oaklandnet.com
RE.: Coliseum Area Specific Plan and Draft EIR
Dear Mr. Reiff,
The East Bay Regional Park District (the 'District') appreciates the opportunity to continue to
provide comments on the proposed Coliseum Area Specific Plan and Draft Environmental Impact
Report (DEIR). As you know, the District owns and manages land within the plan area as part of
the Martin Luther King Jr. Regional Shoreline.
The District has continually advocated that land that it owns in fee-title be rezoned to, and have
a General Plan designation of, Open Space (OS). We appreciate your, and Strategic Planning
Manager Ed Manasse's, efforts to accommodate our request, including specifically requesting
direction from the Planning Commission at its March 4, 2015, meeting regarding Open Space
designations for the 8-acre Edgewater Seasonal Wetland.
The Planning Commission seemed to largely support protection of this seasonal ·freshwater
wetland area. However, Commissioner Patillo expressed some reservation and interest in
designating the property to a Coliseum District zoning designation·. of D-C0-3 to initiate
discussions regarding a potential wetland swap that might result in a greater amount of tidal
wetlands that connect to the estuary and configurecj in a more aesthetically pleasing manner. ·
While the District appreciates Commissioner Patillo's intent, we continue to strongly advocate
that the 8-acre Edgewater Seasonal Wetland be zoned to Open Space.
The Edgewater Seasonal Wetland is a unique wetland that could not be easily replaced. As
opposed to the tidal wetlands that exist elsewhere in San Leandro Bay, the. Edgewater Seasonal
Wetland is one of the last freshwater wetlands that remain. These seasonal freshwater wetlands
were once common along Elmhurst and San Leandro Creek, attracting an array of freshwater
water fowl species. The Edgewater Seasonal Wetland is one of the last remaining freshwater
wetland habitats for these species on the Oakland Shoreline.

,
Whitney Dotson
President
·ward I

Doug Siden
Vice-President
Ward 4

Beverly Lane
Treasurer
Ward 6

Board of Directors

Dennis Waespi
Secretary
Ward 3

john Sutter
Ward 2

Ayn Wieskamp
Ward 5

Diane Burgis
Ward 7

Robert E. Doyle
General Manager

Mitigation of this seasonal wetland through creation of tidal wetland would not be considered
"in-kind" mitigation and would result in a loss of habitat for the freshwater species that use the
Edgewater Seasonal Wetland. The species that use this habitat differ from those that use the tidal
marsh habitat throughout San Leandro Bay, resulting in an incredible diversity of bird life in this
area of the Oakland shoreline.
The Edgewf}ter. ,Seasonal Wetland has been a highly successful restoration project and was
restored through a partnership with the District, Port of Oakland, Golden Gate Audubon Society,
Bay, ,qonservation and Develdpment Commission, Save the Bay, US Army Corps of Engineers,
Regional Water Quality Control ,Bo£l-d, and Federal Aviation Administration as mitigation for a
....,"Flinway overlay project at the Oakl,an.d International Airport in 2002 .
..·-·.
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.,~ The property was transferred' in':2d'i2. after restoration and a monitoring period to the Distrkt
for management as part of the Regional Shoreline. The grant deed conveying the land to the
District restricts the property for use as wildlife habitat and wetlands in perpetuity. Further, the
requirement for restoration of the Edgewater Seasonal Wetland as a mitigation requirement was
a condition of approval of both the Regional Water Quality Control Board and the Bay
Development and Conservation Commission.
The intent of the restoration project and the multiple agencies that partnered on it was that this
seasonal wetland would remain in open space in perpetuity. We respectfully request that the
Oakland Planning Commission honor this intent and designate the 8-acre Edgewater Seasonal
Wetland as Open Space through the Coliseum Area Specific Plan.
We look forward to being a partner with the City of Oakland andJ:h~ project proponents
throughout implementation of the Coliseum Area Specific Plan in'~!uding in working on
restoration of Damon Slough, connecting the East Oakland community and Coliseum BART
Station to the Martin Luther King Jr. Regional Shoreline, and in addressing sea level rise along the
shoreline.
Please feel free to contact me at (510) 544-2623 or bholt@ebparks.org should you have any
questions.
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Brian W. Holt, AICP
Senior Planner
Cc:

Robert Doyle, General Manager
John Sutter, Board of Directors
Doug Siden, Board of Directors

